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Abstract 

Leadbased piezoelectric materials have been used in various commercial hightech 

applications such as sensors, actuators and ultrasonic transducers. According to European 

environmental legislation, leadwith high toxity brings harmfuleffects on the environment 

and human. Recently, in order to replace lead‒based piezoelectric materials, lead‒free 

ones were strongly developed. Several kinds of lead‒free piezoceramics have been 

extensively investigated, such as BaTiO3‒based, (Bi1/2Na1/2)TiO3‒based and 

(K0.5Na0.5)NbO3‒based (KNN) materials. Among them, KNN and its compounds have 

been considered as one of promising candidates because of their excellent dielectric and 

piezoelectric properties. The unique advantages of KNN ceramics such as a high Curie 

temperature (TC ≈ 420oC) and a high piezoelectricity, represents a promising candidate 

for replacement of lead‒based materials. From that, many studies focused on addition, 

substitution, modification chemical elements to improve the properties for KNN‒based 

materials defined the concept of polymorphic phase transition (PPT) at room temperature, 

and morphotropic phase boundary (MPB). The PPT compositions in KNNbased 

materials have improved the piezoelectric properties; however, remain the temperature 

sensitive problem since the phase boundary corresponding to R−O or O−T possesses the 

PPT characteristic depending on not only the compositions but also the temperatures. To 

prevent this problem, many studies paid their attentions on MPB. The MPB is the nearly 

vertical phase boundary separating rhombohedral (R), tetragonal (T), and/or monoclinic 

(M) ferroelectric phases and nearly temperature independent. There are many studies for 

MPB, mentioned about the improvement in piezoelectric properties and the temperature 

stability of d33. However, the explanation for these behaviors still remains a challenge. 

Recently, some studies suggested ferroelectric−relaxor phase boundary with the crystal 

structure transit from non cubic phase (orthorhombic or tetragonal) to pseudocubic (PC) 

phase. Though the enhancement of piezoelectric constant and/or electromechanical strain 
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can be observed, the temperature stability of piezoelectric properties was not considered.  

In order to saperate and maintain the phase in materials, the composite method was 

mentioned in this work, by mixing the calcined powders of two phase components. For 

tetragonal phase stabilization, SrTiO3 is a promising candidate which can improve not 

only the sinterability but also piezoelectric properties of KNN ceramics. Tetragonal phase 

was stabilized and maintained good properties for the modification content of 0.06 mol. 

Such high amount of SrTiO3 causes the higher sintering temperature and significantly 

reduces TC. Then Li+ was doped into KNN‒4ST to solve problems. On the other hand, we 

found the stabilized PC phase with relaxor features in BaZrO3‒modified KNN ceramics. 

Finally, the ferroelectric/relaxor piezocomposites were compounded by T‒phase 

KNN‒4ST‒4Li and PC‒phase KNN‒8BZ in different T‒phase fraction f. The phase 

boundary was found at the composites of 70 mol% of T phase and 30 mol% of PC phase 

with the enhanced piezoelectric constant d33 and coupling factor kp values of 210 pC/N 

and 34%, respectively. Besides, the enhanced strain properties at f = 0.7 composites are 

related with the coexistence of ferroelectric domain, tetragonal micro domains and pola 

nanoregions, which originates from the relatively contribution of the ferroelectric and 

relaxor components in composites. Moreover, the low variation ( 10%) of d33 in the 

temperature range of 25oC –225o performs good temperature stalility of the piezoelectric 

constant, corresponding with phase transition in temperature dependent XRD patterns. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. Back ground 

Lead‒based piezoelectric materials have been used in various applications for sensors 

and actuators, based on their mutual conversion between mechanical energy and electrical 

energy [1-3]. However, it seems that the high toxicity of lead (Pb) in wastes of those 

devices causes serious problems to environment and human body. Some laws and 

regulations were legislated to prohibit the use of lead, including European Union passed 

the Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) law in 2003, Household Electronic 

Products Recycling Law in Japan, and Electronic Information Product Pollution Control 

Management Regulation in China in 2006 [4]. Hence, leadfree materials have been 

intensively investigated to replace leadbased piezoelectric material. Several groups of 

lead‒free piezoceramics have been extensively investigated, such as BaTiO3 [5,6], 

(Bi1/2Na1/2)TiO3 [7,8], and (K0.5Na0.5)NbO3 (KNN) [9-11]. Among them, potassium 

sodium niobate K0.5Na0.5NbO3 (KNN) has drawn much attention due to their relatively 

high Curie temperature, excellent dielectric and piezoelectric properties. Several 

promising achievements was recently reported in KNN‒based ceramics with constructing 

new phase boundaries such as polymorphic phase transition (PPT) [12] and morphotropic 

phase boundary (MPB) [13]. While PPT leads to the temperature sensitive problem since 

the characteristic depends on bothcompositionand temperature, the nearly vertical phase 

boundary MPB independing on temperature can solve that proplem. Liu et al. (2018) 

introduced a way of forming MPB by shifting diffused phase transitions closer to create a 

partially overlapped phase transition over a broad temperature range [14]. In this work, 

we suggest another approximation to form an MPB by mixing two end members with 

different crystal symmetries at room temperature. In the formation of rhombohedral 

(R)tetragonal (T) MPB, most of studies believed that the R phase in KNN ceramics can 
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be stabilized by AZrO3 (A = Ba, Ca, Sr ...) modification. However, some studies recently 

suggested the stabilization of relaxor based on the orthorhombic (O)pseudocubic (PC) 

phase transition in AZrO3modified KNN. Therefore, there are still arguments on the 

definition of the stabilized phase in KNN ceramics by modifying Zr‒based compounds. 

In this thesis, the stabilized phase in BaZrO3modified KNN is defined as PC phase 

relating with the ferroelectrictorelaxor transition. By using a T phase and a PC phase 

components to produce the composites, we obtain the new TPC phase boundary with 

the enhanced piezoelectric properties and temperature stability in KNN‒based composites. 

Moreover, the improvement of strain behaviors in the composites can be originated from 

a new phase boundary with ferroelectric‒relaxor coexistance. 

1.2. Aim and scope of research 

Research aim: 

The principle aim of this thesis work is improving the piezoelectric properties, and their 

temperature insensibility in lead–free KNNbased piezoelectric materials using the 

composite method, based on the phase coexistance. In order to serve that main goal, the 

following issues will be resolved: 

 Stabilize the tetragonal phase in KNN ceramics. 

 Define the pseudocubic phase and relaxor stabilization inBaZrO3modified KNN. 

 Produce the compostites using two components, one in ferroelectric tetragonal phase 

and one in relaxor pseudocubic phase, then investigate the enhanced piezoelectric 

properties and temperature stability near MPB region, based on the high temperature 

crystal structure XRD.  

 Propose a model of ferroelectric‒relaxor coexistance, and explain the improvement 

of strain behaviors in the composites. 
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Research scope: 

The solid solution 0.92(Na0.5K0.5)NbO3–(0.08x)(Bi0.5Li0.5)TiO3xBaZrO3 ternary 

system was investigated to study the features of morphotropic phase boundary.  

The tetragonal phase is stabilized in (1–x)(Na0.5K0.5)NbO3 – xSrTiO3 piezoceramics at 

room temperature with the amount of SrTiO3 modification higher than 0.05 mol%. 

However, when SrTiO3 content further increases, the Curie temperature and piezoelectric 

properties are reduced. Therefore, 0.96(K
0.5

Na
0.5

)
1-y

Li
y
NbO

3
0.04SrTiO

3 piezoceramics 

system was also investigated. 

Two systems of (K0.5Na0.5)(Nb1-xZrx)O3 and (1–y)(Na0.5K0.5)NbO3 are compared to 

investigate the relaxor behaviors and clarify the stabilized phase in KNNbased ceramics. 

The pseudocubic phase can be found in KNN–100yBZ around room temperature with y  

0.08, corresponding with the relaxor stabilization.  

Finally, two components of ferroelectric tetragonal KNN‒4ST−4L and relaxor 

pseudocubic KNN‒8BZ are mixed in different KNN‒4ST−4L content fractions f. The 

crystal structure, microstructure, and other properties such as dielectric permittivity, 

ferroelectric polarization, bipolar strain, piezoelectric responses, etc. were carried out as 

well as the temperature stability. 

1.3. Outline of the thesis 

The thesis consists of five Chapters. 

The background, research objectives and outline of this thesis are given in Chapter 1. 

Chapter 2 consists of two parts. The first part provides the basics ferroelectrics and their 

related properties applicable to the objectives of this research. The second 
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partmentionsabout the review of literature  on leadbased piezoelectrics, leadfree 

piezoelectrics (BT barium titanate, BNT bismuth sodium titanate and KNN sodium 

potasium niobate), phase boundaries and relaxor ferroelectricity in KNNbased materials. 

Chapter 3 presents the experimental procedure with particular compositions, detailed 

fabricating conditions and characterization techniques that had been used in this research 

work. 

Chapter 4 is the main content in this study and includes five parts. An example of 

tetragonalrhobohedral morphotropic phase boundary in 0.92(Na0.5K0.5)NbO3–

(0.08x)(Bi0.5Li0.5)TiO3xBaZrO3 ternary system using convetional solid solution is 

considered in the first part. Next two parts investigate the effects of SrTiO3 and Li+ 

modification on the tetragonal stabilization of KNNbased ceramics. The forth part 

determines the orthorombicpseudocubic polymorphic phase transition and 

ferroelectricrelaxor crossover in BaZrO3modified KNN ceramics. The last part studies 

new phase boundary in the composites of ferroelectric tetragonal 

0.96(K
0.5

Na
0.5

)
0.96

Li
0.04

NbO
3
0.04SrTiO

3 and relaxor pseudocubic 

0.92Na0.5K0.5NbO30.08BaZrO3. 

Finally, Chapter 5 presents the summary of this research work. 
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Chapter 2: Theory and literature review 

2.1. Basics of ferroelectrics 

2.1.1. Crystal symmetry 

A point group is a group of symmetry operations all of which leave at least one point 

unmoved [15]. There are 32 three‒dimensional crystallographic point groups (classes) for 

crystalline materials, which is reduced from 230 space groups by ignoring the 

translational repetition. Among them, 11 classes are centrosymmetric and 21 are non–

centrosymmetric. 

Since combined symmetry element, one of the non–centrosymmetric classes is does not 

render piezoelectric effect. Therefore, only 20 classes would perform the piezoelectric 

effects. Among them, 10 classes can exhibit piezoelectric as well as pyroelectric effects 

originating from their spontaneous polarization. Within these classes, there is a subgroup 

with spontaneous and reversible polarization, which shows all piezoelectric, pyroelectric, 

and ferroelectric effects. Meanwhile, remained 10 classes with internal stress induced 

polarization can show the piezoelectric effect only. The relatively classification of 

dielectrics, piezoelectrics, pyroelectrics and ferroelectrics are shown in Figure 2.1. 

These 32 point groups can be also classified as seven basic crystal systems, according 

with the degree of symmetry. Seven basic crystal systems are triclinic, monoclinic, 

orthorhombic, tetragonal, trigonal (rhombohedral), hexagonal, and cubic. The 

corresponding classes for each system are listed in Table 1. 
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Figure 2.1. Relationship between dielectrics, piezoelectrics, pyroelectrics and ferroelectrics. 

 

Table 1. 32 three‒dimensional crystallographic point groups in crystals 

Crystal system  Centrosymmetric Non‒centrosymmetric 
Triclinic    1   1 
Monoclinic   2/m   2, m 
Orthorhombic   mmm    222, mm2 
Tetragonal   4/m, 4/mmm   4, 4, 422, 4mm, 42m 
Trigonal   3, 3m   3, 32, 3m 
Hexagonal   6/m, 6/mmm   6, 6, 622, 6mm, 6m2 
Cubic    m3, m3m  23, 43m, 432 

 

2.1.2. Dielectrics 

Dielectrics (or dielectric materials) are electrical insulator which can be polarized by the 

applied electric field. Unlike metals, dielectrics have no free electrons through the 

material, practically causing no current flows even under electric field. Instead, electric 

polarization occurs in the dielectrics with the positive charges are displaced minutely in 

the direction of the electric field, and the negative charges in the opposite direction. This 

slight separation of charge, or polarization, generates the internal field and reduces the 

effects of external applied electric field. A common example of a dielectric is the 
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electrically insulating material between the metallic plates of a capacitor (Figure 2.2) 

increases the capacitor's surface charge for the given electric field strength. The presence 

of dielectric materials affects other electrical phenomena. Comparing with vacuum, 

dielectric medium can reduce the force between two electric charges but increase the 

quantity of energy stored in an electric field per unit volume. The capacitance C of a 

capacitor fulfilled with dielectric material is greater than the capacitance C0 of a capacitor 

with vacuum (or air), follows the formula: 

� =
����

�
= ��� 

The factor ε is called as dielectric constant of the dielectric material. Effects of the 

dielectric on electrical phenomena are described on a macroscopic scale by employing 

such concepts as dielectric constant, permittivity, loss and polarization. Although the term 

insulator implies low electrical conduction, dielectric typically means materials with a 

high polarizability.  

 

Figure 2.2. Polarization of dielectrics by an applied electric field. 

 

2.1.3. Piezoelectrics 

Piezoelectricity (also called the piezoelectric effect) is defined as the electric charge 

accumulating in certain solid materials under applied mechanical stress. The word 
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piezoelectricity means electricity resulting from pressure and latent heat. In 1880, the 

Frenchphysicists of Jacques and Pierre Curie firstly discovered the direct piezoelectricity 

in single−crystal quartz which can induce electrical charge/voltage under the pressure, 

and then Gabriel Lippmann (1881) observed the converse piezoelectric effect. The 

reversible piezoelectric effect can be defined as a linear electromechanical interaction 

between the mechanical and the electrical state of piezoelectric material. Under an 

applied mechanical force, electrical charges can be internally generated, cause the direct 

piezoelectric effect. In contrast, the internal generation of mechanical strain resulting 

from electric fields shows the reverse piezoelectric effect. Both effects are shown in 

Figure 2.3. History of piezoelectric materials follows the sequence of quartz, Rochelle 

salt, BaTiO3 (BT), Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT), relaxor ferroelectrics, PVDF, lead‒free 

piezoelectrics, and composites. According to environment issue, lead−free piezoelectric 

materials recently have been strongly developed to replace the lead−based ones. 

 

Figure 2.3. Sketch images for two piezoelectric effects [16]. 
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2.1.4. Ferroelectrics 

One of the most fascinating properties of dielectric materials is the ferroelectricity, a 

characteristic of certain materials that have a spontaneous electric polarization that can be 

reversed by the application of an external electric field. Materials exhibiting ferroelectric 

properties must possess reversible spontaneous polarization; they must also be either 

single crystals or polycrystalline solids composed of crystallites. The spontaneous 

polarization can be switched under an external electric field and maintains after removing 

of electric field [17]. In the case of polycrystalline ceramics, based on the distribution of 

the randomly oriented dipole moments, the net permanent dipole moment in the unit cell 

of ferroelectric materials does not translate immediately into a macroscopic polarization. 

Also in single crystals, the orientation distribution of the dipole moments is organized in 

groups called domains (areas with same dipole direction of individual adjacent unit cells) 

but not completely random on the unit cell level [18]. Though each domain have a net 

non‒zero polarization, the macroscopic polarization of the material with a large number 

of domains arrange in random way can be zero. The interface between two domains is 

called domain wall [19], and the polarization of ferroelectric materials is based on the 

domain switching, or domain wall movement [20]. In Figure 2.4, the difference in 

domain structures with 180o domain wall and non−180o domain wall (represented by 90o 

domain wall) causes the electric and elastic boundary conditions in ferroelectric materials 

[17]. All ferroelectrics are pyroelectric, therefore, piezoelectric (see Figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.4. Electric and elastic boundary conditions in ferroelectric materials [17].  

 

Polarization Switching and Hysteresis Loops 

Important characteristics of ferroelectric materials are the polarization (domain) 

switching and ferroelectric hysteresis loop. Polarization switching is a reversible process 

in which the polarization can be reoriented in the direction of the electric field until 

parallel when an external field is applied in a direction opposite to the remnant 

polarization (domain) [20]. Domain switching is an extrinsic process, which can occur 

out of unit cell length scale. Consequently, the polarization loop of a ferroelectric 

material involves the nonlinear of polarization with electric field [21]. The polarization 

and strain hysteresis loop for ferroelectric materials are shown in Figure 2.5. Various 

values such as maximum polarization Pmax, spontaneous polarization Ps, remnant 

polarization Pr, and coercive electric field Ec … are also determined. At unpoled state, the 
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initial polarization and strain values ferroelectric material are macroscopic zero. When a 

high electric field is applied, the domain walls are oriented along the field direction and 

reach a saturation of polarization state, exhibit linear increase until all of the domains are 

aligned in that direction. When the electric field is removed, some domain walls will 

back-switch, a non-zero macroscopic remanent polarization Pr is observed since the 

polarization reduces but still maintains aligned domains. An electric field called the 

coercive field Ec must be applied in the opposite direction to cancel that polarization. The 

net polarization equals zero at the coercive field based on the randomness. Higher than 

Curie temperature, ferroelectric phase changes to paraelectric phase, in which both 

macroscopic and microscopic polarizations are invalid. 

 

Figure 2.5. Polarization and strain versus electric field loops of ferroelectric crystal [21]. 
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2.1.5. Perovskite structure 

Perovskite structure ABO3 is the most common group of ferroelectric materials, with 

hundreds of compositional modifications was currently formed using solid solution 

substitutions and/or dopants. Basically, a perovskite unit cell is structured from eight 

large Aa+ ions (“a” is the valence of A, from 1 to 3), one small Bb+ ion (“b” from 3 to 6), 

and six O2‒ ions, respectively [22]. The perovskite unit cell can be pictured as a face 

centered cubic structure at elevated temperatures in  

Figure 2.6 (a), where the Aa+ ions sit on the corners of the unit cell, and the O2‒ ions sit 

on the faces of the unit cell. The Bb+ ion occupies the octahedral interstitial site. The 

A−site ions are coordinated by 12 O2‒ ions, while the B−site ion is coordinated by six O2‒ 

ions. Initially, this structure is neutral and symmetric, causes the non− polarized lattice 

and does not exhibit any piezoelectric properties. The structure in  

Figure 2.6 (b) distorts into an off‒centre and elongated structure, such as tetragonal, 

rhombohedral, orthorhombic, etc through the cooling to form a polar structure. 

 

Figure 2.6. (a) Perovskite structure of unit cell and (b) ferroelectric BaTiO3 [22]. 
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2.2. Status of piezoelectric materials 

2.2.1. Lead–based piezoelectric materials 

The era of lead–based piezovskite materials started in 1950s and these materials become 

the most well–known compounds, which are now widely used in various 

electromechanical devices. The excellent and stable piezoelectric properties in PZT based 

on the morphotropic phase boundary was first discovered by Jaffe et al. [13] exhibit some 

of the of known compounds and Other candidates with high piezoelectric coefficients for 

academic and commercial requirements in different applications are lead magnesium 

niobate (PMN), and lead thanthanum zirconate titanate (PLZT). The properties of these 

typical lead–based material groups are briefly mentioned in the following subsections. 

Lead zirconate titanate  

Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) is the solid solution of PbZrO3 (PZ) and PbTiO3 (PT), 

which was reported by Shirane, Suzuki, and Takedal in 1952 [23]. The mixing of 

orthorhombic structure anti–ferroelectric PZ and tetragonal structure ferroelectric PT 

forms the compositions of PZT with the performance of the morphotropic phase 

boundary (Figure 2.7) near 45 mol% of PT [1,13]. Unlike ferroelectric with domains of 

polarization, the anti–ferroelectric materials are not piezoelectric since they contain the 

spontaneous electric polarization in anti–parallel direction and cancel out each other due 

to the net polarization is zero. Binary PZ–PT solid solution exhibits good piezoelectric 

and ferroelectric properties. With increase of PT content, the structure undergoes a phase 

transition from an anti–ferroelectric orthorhombic phase with non–polar state to a 

ferroelectric tetragonal phase with the spontaneous polarization is along the <100> 

direction. When cooling down, the rhombohedral crystal structure can be formed with the 

polarization is along the <111> direction. 
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Figure 2.7. Electromechanical properties of PbZrO–PbTiO solid-solution ceramics on 

composition. 

 

Figure 2.8 describes the overall phase diagram PZT ceramics, respected to the 

composition and temperature [24]. At high PbZrO3–rich phase ( 95 mol%), PZT shows 

the anti–ferroelectric orthorhombic phase with double hysteresis loop in polarization [25]. 

Increase the PT amount up to 47 mol%, the crystal structure transits to ferroelectric 

rhombohedral phase with 2 types: FR(L) at low temperature with R3c symmetry, and 

FR(H) at high temperature with R3m symmetry. For the PbTiO3–rich region, ferroelectric 
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tetragonal phase is stable and PZT with around 0.45–0.47 mol% of PT performs a 

morphotropic phase boundary with nearly vertical boundary of rhombohedral (R3m) and 

tetragonal (P4mm) coexistence. PZT shows excellent piezoelectric properties and 

temperature independence at this MPB region. At higher than the Curie temperature TC, 

ferroelectric rhombohedral and/or tetragonal phase crystallizes to paraelectric cubic 

structure.  

 

Figure 2.8. Phase diagram of the PbZrO3 – PbTiO3 solid solution system. [24] 

 

To improve the piezoelectric properties in PZT ceramics, there were many studies on 

MPB composition with chemical modification. Acceptor dopants, such as K+, Na+ (for 
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A–site ) and Fe3+, Al3+, Mn3+ (for B–site ), cause the hard PZT with lower permittivity, 

smaller electrical loss, and lower piezoelectric coefficients [26]. In contrast, donor 

dopants such as La3+ (for A–site ) and Nb5+, Sb5+ (for B–site ) generate the soft PZT 

with higher permittivity, larger loss, higher piezoelectric coefficient and is easy to pole 

and depoled [27]. 

Lead magnesium niobate  

Lead magnesium niobate (PMN) was first introduced on 1961 by Smolenskii et al. with 

the dispersive and broad dielectric permittivity signal, namely the diffuse phase transition 

[28]. This work can be considered as the first report on relaxor ferroelectrics. PMN is a 

representative of class of lead–based perovskite class with the Pb(B1,B2)O3 formula 

where cation B1 (like Mg2+, Zn2+, Ni2+, Fe3+) has lower valence than B2 (Nb5+, Ta5+, W5+). 

Relaxor ferroelectric PMN shows a very high and strong frequency–dependent dielectric 

constant near room temperature and low temperature. The mechanism of diffused phase 

transitions in PMN can be related with the B–site distortion based on the compositional 

heterogeneity [29]. At higher frequencies, the maxima in dielectric constant at Curie 

temperature TC shift to higher temperatures. 

Recently, PMN and PMNbased materials received much attention for applications 

which require not only good electrostrictive strain, but also large dielectric constant [30]. 

With the addition of PbTiO3, the piezoelectric MPB composition 0.65PMN–0.35PbTiO3 

shows the excellent piezoelectric properties for transducers. Meanwhile, 

0.95PMN0.05PbTiO3 has very large dielectric constant with a Curie point near room 

temperature, and nearly double for 10 mol% of PTmodified PMN (Figure 2.9). 
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Figure 2.9. Temperature dependent dielectric constant and dissipation factor of PMN and PMN–

10PT compositions. [30] 

 

Lead lanthanum zirconate titanate 

Translucent lanthanum doped lead zirconate titanate (PLZT) was fabricated with 

hotpress sintering method [31]. This is a transparent ferroelectric ceramic of same 

perovskite structure as PZT, and used in electro–optic applications to replace single 

crystals [3].  
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Figure 2.10. Basic setup for evaluating electrooptic shutter/modulator characteristics [31]. 

 

Relaxor behavior can be observed in PLZT ceramic compositions with a diffused, 

frequency–dependent permittivity maximum. For PLZT 4/85/15, the relaxation spectrum 

can be characterized by a slim hysteresis loop and much broader than Debye–type. A 

relaxor-like state with dielectric behavior and nanodomains in 100x/85/15 was improved 

with increasing La content x. On the other hand, the composition 6/85/15 performs an 

antiferroelectric behavior with nanodomains. In high La content rhombohedral PLZT 

ceramics, the order within the nanodomain state is suggested to be antipolar over a 

range of compositions [32]. 
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Figure 2.11. Temperature dependent dielectric constant and phase diagram of PLZT [32]. 

 

2.2.2. Lead–free piezoelectric materials 

Lead–based materials contain high amount of lead (Pb), one of the most toxic element, 

which causes serious environmental and health problems, especially for chidren. Recently, 

lead–free piezoelectric ceramics have received much research attention to replace the 

current lead–based materials [4]. The lead–free piezoelectric ceramics candidate for 

ceramic filter and resonator applications can be divided into two main types, based on the 

basic of structure: (i) perovskite, and (ii) tungsten bronze. These materials show high 

Curie temperature, high mechanical quality, low permittivity, and low piezoelectric 

response, related with 2dimensional restrictions on the permissible rotation of the 

spontaneous polarization. Besides, perovskite piezoelectric materials show high 

piezoelectric properties readily forms solid solutions with high possibilities of new 

compounds and interesting compositions. The mechanisms by which the additives alter 

the desired properties are still remaining challenges. 

Basically, lead–free piezoelectric ceramics can be classified as three big groups, namely 

barium titanate (BaTiO3 or BT), bismuth sodium titanate (Bi0.5Na0.5TiO3 or BNT), and 
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potassium sodium niobate (K0.5Na0.5NbO3 or KNN). In the following, a brief review of 

these different material groups have given in the following section. According to the 

researches of lead‒free piezoelectric materials, the construction of phase boundaries is 

very effective to promote piezoelectric properties. For example, the d33 can be enhanced 

in BaTiO3 by constructing R‒T phase boundary, but a low TC (< 100 °C) is often shown. 

Moreover, the phase boundaries of most lead‒free materials are often sensitive to both 

temperature and composition. Although the MPB can be constructed in the 

Bi0.5Na0.5TiO3‒based ceramics, the poor d33 and a low Td seriously limited its practical 

applications. Our group recently improved the piezoelectricity of (K,Na)NbO3‒based 

ceramics by constructing new phase boundary, with the good temperature insensitivity of 

d33. 

Barium titanate  

The first investigated ferroelectric oxide with perovskite structure was barium titanate 

BaTiO3 (BT), which has a relatively high electromechanical coupling factor k33. Figure 

2.12 describes the phase transitions of BT respected to the change of temperature. Start at 

rhombohedral from low temperature, the rhombohedral–orthorhombic phase transitions is 

detected near –76oC, then orthorhombic–tetragonal around below room temperature, and 

tetragonal–cubic at 120oC [33]. BT and its compounds have been widely used for 

piezoelectric sensors, capacitors, memories, and optical devices because of their 

fascinating electric and piezoelectric properties. At 1460oC, perovskite BT tranforms to 

hexagonal structure, and then melts near 1620oC.  



Figure 2.12. Polymorphic phase transitions in barium titanate single crystals

In 2009, a high piezoelectric coefficient of 

piezoceramic system of Ba(Ti

boundaries using the chemical modifications [40], which greatly motivated further 

investigations of the whole solid solutions containing BT. 

consisted of a tricritical triple point of a cubic paraelectric phase (C), ferroelectric 

rhombohedral (R) and tetragonal (T) phases according to the temperature dependence of 

dielectric properties, which was responsible for the high piezoelectricity 

al. [35] studied the phase diagr

using the high‒resolution synchrotron 
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Polymorphic phase transitions in barium titanate single crystals [33]

In 2009, a high piezoelectric coefficient of d33  620 pC/N was showed 

piezoceramic system of Ba(Ti0.8Zr0.2)O3–(Ba0.7Ca0.3)TiO3 by the construction of phase 

boundaries using the chemical modifications [40], which greatly motivated further 

investigations of the whole solid solutions containing BT. It was reported

consisted of a tricritical triple point of a cubic paraelectric phase (C), ferroelectric 

rhombohedral (R) and tetragonal (T) phases according to the temperature dependence of 

dielectric properties, which was responsible for the high piezoelectricity 

studied the phase diagram of Ba(Ti0.8Zr0.2)O3–(Ba0.7Ca0.3)TiO3 ceramics 

resolution synchrotron X–ray diffraction, and the intermediate 

 

[33]. 

showed in lead‒free 

by the construction of phase 

boundaries using the chemical modifications [40], which greatly motivated further 

It was reported that a MPB 

consisted of a tricritical triple point of a cubic paraelectric phase (C), ferroelectric 

rhombohedral (R) and tetragonal (T) phases according to the temperature dependence of 

dielectric properties, which was responsible for the high piezoelectricity [34]. Keeble et 

(Ba0.7Ca0.3)TiO3 ceramics 

ray diffraction, and the intermediate 
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orthorhombic phase bridging T–R can be observed in the same material system. 

Therefore, the polarization rotation between R and T phases through the intermediate 

phase can result in the strong piezoelectric properties. Although some disputes concerned 

about the types of phase boundaries, the piezoelectric properties can be always enhanced. 

The superior piezoelectricity can be revealed in BaTiO3‒based ceramics, which is 

comparable with soft PZT. We have to point out that the material system has the 

drawback of low Curie temperature (TC < 130 °C), restricting its application for its 

temperature stability performance. However, it can be thought as an excellent model 

system for exploring the physical mechanisms of high performance Pb–free piezoelectric 

materials. 

Bismuth sodium titanate 

After BT, bismuth sodium titanate Bi0.5Na0.5TiO3 (BNT) is the next most important 

lead–free materials, which was strongly used in many piezoelectric applications, 

especially for actuators. The perovskites form of the BNT ceramics is (A1A2)BO3 with 

complex A–site of Bi3+ and Na+, and Ti4+ on the B–site [25]. At room temperature, BNT 

ceramic has a rhombohedral and monoclinic crystal structure [36]. Pure BNT ceramic 

shows strong ferroelectric [37], but has problem in the poling process because of high 

conductivity, high leakage current, and large coercive field. Otherwise, related with 

vaporization of Bi3+ ions occurred during the sintering process, BNT ceramic requires a 

high sintering temperature above 1200oC. 
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Figure 2.13. Possible crystal models of BNT [36]. 

 

One potential branch of BNT materials is SrTiO3 modification, namely BNST ceramics. 

Based on the temperature dependent permittivity and ferroelectric properties, BNT 

ceramic can be considered as ferrelectrics (nonergodic relaxor) and ergodic relaxors [7]. 

The phase transition at 26 mol% of SrTiO3 offers the high strain d33
* ≈ 600 pm/V under 4 

kV/mm, and the low poling filed around 2 kV/mm give BNST system a competitive 

advantage of larger strain under lower operating field compared with other BNT–based 

lead–free piezoelectric ceramics. 
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Figure 2.14. Electric field–induced unipolar strain curves for BNST ceramics [7]. 

 

Sodium potassium niobate  

Lead–free sodium potassium niobate piezoelectric materials are the solid solution of 

ferroelectric KNbO3 and the antiferroelectric NaNbO3, with the phase diagam is shown 

in Figure 2.15 [38]. Among the compositions, K0.5Na0.5NbO3 (KNN) are the promising 

candidates for sensors and energy harvesting applications because of their excellent 

dielectric and piezoelectric properties. Pure KNN ceramics have 

rhombohedralorthorhombic phase transition below room temperatures, 

orthorhombictetragonal phase transition at 210oC and tetragonalcubic near 420oC [39]. 

Normally, KNN ceramics sintered by conventional method have the piezoelectric 

constant d33 of 80 pC/N, electromechanical coupling factor kp of 0.36, and mechanical 

quality factor Qm of 130. 
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Figure 2.15. Phase diagram of the KNN solid solution [39].  

 

However, the conventional sintering in air brings a problem when forming high density 

samples, causes the induced porosities and poor densification in specimen. The formation 

of extra phases likes K4Nb6O17 and an extremely narrow sintering-temperature range are 

also disadvantages [40]. Therefore, various techniques such as hot pressing, hot forging 

and spark plasma sintering can be effective methods for enhancing the density of KNN 

ceramics. Higher density and a more uniform microstructure of KNN ceramics have been 

reported when sintered in reducing conditions or inert atmospheres, rather than in air or 

oxygen [38]. 
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2.2.3. Phase boundaries in KNN‒based materials 

Polymorphic phase boundary, PPB 

In the region of multiphase coexistence, a high degree of alignments of ferroelectric 

dipoles can be driven by the thermodynamically‒equivalent states under the electric 

fields during the poling process, easily resulting in the piezoelectricity enhancement. 

Recently, it has been thought that the free energy instability in phase boundaries is 

proposed to interpret the enhancement of piezoelectric properties. Phase boundaries in 

KNN depend on not only compositions but also temperatures. Most researchers define the 

O‒T phase boundary of KNN as the intrinsic characteristics of “polymorphic phase 

transition (PPT)”. Even if the phase boundaries of KNN belong to be PPT characteristics, 

the piezoelectricity can be well enhanced when the compositions approach the phase 

boundaries because of the polarization rotation and polarization extension. The O‒T 

phase boundary can be well constructed by moving TO‒T using the chemical modifications, 

such as BiScO3 [41], MTiO3 (with M = Pb, Ba, Sr, Ca, Bi0.5Li0.5…) [42,43], LiMeO3 

(with Me = Nb, Ta, Sb…)  [44-46]. Unfortunately the R‒O phase boundary is often 

ignored due to low d33. Some elements can be employed to form the R‒O phase boundary 

in KNN by bringing the TR−O to above room temperature, such as AZrO3 (A = Ba, Ca, Sr) 

[47,48], Sb5+ [49,50] and BiScO3 [51]. 

However, the PPT approach leads to a temperature sensitivity problem because the 

phase boundary corresponding to RO or OT possesses the PPT characteristic 

depending on not only the compositions but also the temperature. There are several 

typical KNNbased ceramics systems that perform the RO or OT PPT behaviors. A 

general phase diagram for the PPB is sketched in Figure 2.16 (a).  
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Table 2. Polymorphic phase boundary in KNN‒based materials 

Materials TC (oC) Phase 
transition 

d33 
(pC/N) 

kp 

(1−x)KNN–xSrTiO3 [52] 280 O‒T 195 0.37 
(K0.5−x/2Na0.5−x/2Lix)(Nb1−y,Tay)O3 [53] 310 O‒T 190 0.46 
(Na0.5K0.5)1−x(LiSb)xNb1−xO3 [54] 390 O‒T 260 0.5 
(1−x)KNN–x(Bi0.5Na0.5)TiO3[55] 375 O‒T 195 0.43 
(1−x)KNN–xCaZrO3 [56] 320 R‒O 154 0.32 
(1−x)KNN–xBiScO3 [57] 350 R‒O 210 0.45 
(1−x)KNN–xBaZrO3 [47] 220 R‒O ~ ~ 

 

Morphotropic phase boundary, MPB 

To prevent above problem, another concept was pointed out, namely morphotropic 

phase boundary (MPB). The MPB is the nearly vertical phase boundary separating 

rhombohedral, tetragonal, and/or monoclinic ferroelectric phases and nearly temperature 

independent. Recently, there were some studies to construct MPB in lead–free 

piezoelectric ceramics [58-62], especially, in KNN–based materials. Liu et al. [14] 

introduced a way of forming MPB by shifting diffused R‒O and O‒T phase transition 

closer to create a partially overlapped phase transition over a broad temperature range. 

Another approximation to form an MPB was using two end members, one with tetragonal 

symmetry and the other with rhombohedral symmetry at room temperature [25]. Figure 

2.16 (b) shows the phase diagram of a typical rhombohedraltetragonal MPB. 
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Figure 2.16. Intrinsic traits of (a) the polymorphic phase boundary and (b) the morphotropic 

phase boundary [63]. 

 

Table 3 summarizes the influences of different additives on the phase transition 

temperatures of KNN materials. Most of additives can simultaneously increase TR‒O and 

decrease TO‒T of KNN [47-49,56,57,64], and then the formation of new phase boundaries 

may become possible if their contents can be tailored. 

Table 3. Effect of 1 mol% additives on the phase transition temperatures of KNN ceramics 

Modification 
Li 

[56] 
Ta 

[64] 
Sb 

[49] 
CaZrO3 

[56] 
BaZrO3 

[47] 
SrZrO3 

[48] 
Bi0.5Na0.5ZrO3 

[65] 
Bi0.5Na0.5TiO3 

[66] 
TC (oC) +10 −6.5 −25.1 −28.0 −28.0 −32.0 −26  −14 

TO‒T (oC) −30 −4.0 −10.7 −11.0 −7.0 −13.0 −25 −5 

TR‒O (oC) – +2.3 +14.8 +17.0 +19.0 +19.0 +4 +10 

 

2.2.4. Relaxor ferroelectricity in KNN‒based materials 

First mentioned in 1950s with PMN, relaxor ferroelectrics (short called as relaxors) 

performed some abnormal dielectric permittivity behaviors [28]. In contrast with normal 

ferroelectrics, relaxor shows broad and higher frequency dispersive maxima. A brief 
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comparison was introduced by Li et al. [67] and partially shown in Figure 2.17. Several 

models, such as diffuse phase transition model, dipolar glass model, random field model, 

and etc., have been studied to explain the origin of relaxor features.  

 

Figure 2.17. Characteristics of relaxor ferroelectrics as compared to normal ferroelectrics [67]. 

 

Recently, some studies paid their attention on the stabilization of a relaxor based on 

noncubic (more precisely, orthorhombic or tetragonal) phases that transit to pseudocubic 

phases [68-73]. The KNN−based relaxors exhibit some features, such as the extremely 

broad maximum in temperature dependent permittivity, diffuse phase transitions, and 

Vogel−Fulcher relaxations [74]. Guo et al. [75] firstly suggested that Sr2+ and Ti4+ 

codoping in KNN ceramics can induce phase transition from the normal ferroelectric to 

relaxor ferroelectric with the diffuse phase transition behaviors. Kosec et al. [76] and 

Bobnar et al. [77] observed the relaxor behavior through a broad dispersive dielectric 

maximum and a Vogel–Fulcher relationship in KNN–SrTiO3 ceramics. These relaxor 

features has been also observed in other KNNbased ceramics systems such as 

KNNBaTiO3 [78,79], KNNBi0.5Na0.5TiO3 [80], KNNBiFeO3 [81], KNNSrZrO3 [82], 

and so on. 
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In fact, several studies on leadbased materials considered the tetragonal and 

pseudocubic phase in ferroelectric relaxor behaviors as MPB [83,84], while most of 

studies on leadfree piezoceramics mentioned them as PPT [71,85,86]. The enhancement 

of piezoelectric constant and/or electromechanical strain can be observed; however, the 

temperature stability of piezoelectric properties was not mentioned.  
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Chapter 3: Experimental procedure and characterization 

3.1. Materials synthesis 

3.1.1. Powders processing 

Compositions 

Five different systems of powders were investigated: 

1) 0.92(Na0.5K0.5)NbO3–(0.08–x)(Bi0.5Li0.5)TiO3–xBaZrO3 (x = 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, and 

0.08), abbreviated KNN–BLT–100xBZ. 

2) (1–x)Na0.5K0.5NbO3 – xSrTiO3 (x = 0, 0.01,0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.10), 

abbreviated KNN‒100xST. 

3) 0.96(K
0.5

Na
0.5

)
1-y

Li
y
NbO

3
‒0.04SrTiO

3
(y = 0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06) (x = 0; 

0.01; 0.02; 0.03; 0.04; and 0.05), abbreviated KNN‒4ST−100yL. 

4) (K0.5Na0.5)(Nb1-xZrx)O3(x = 0, 0.01, 0.05), abbreviated KNN‒100xZ. 

5) (1–y)(Na0.5K0.5)NbO3 – yBaZrO3(y = 0, 0.03, 0.06, 0.08, 0.10, 0.15), abbreviated 

KNN‒100yBZ. 

Raw materials 

Commercially available reagent grade metal oxide and carbonate powders were used to 

fabricate above compositions as the raw materials. They are carbonate powders Na2CO3 

(99%), K2CO3 (99%), SrCO3 (99.9%), Li2CO3 (99.99%), BaCO3 (99.95%) and oxide 

powders Nb2O5 (99.9%), TiO2 (99.99%), ZrO2 (98%), Bi2O3 (99%). 
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These powders were dried in an oven at 100oC for at least 12h to remove any 

moistureand then weighed according to stoichiometric formula. 

Milling and drying 

After weighing to make the 20gbatch for each composition, the mixtures of 

rawmaterials were separately milled with 60g Zirconia balls and 80ml ethanol inside 

apolyethylene bottle at the rate of 350 rpm for 24h. During this process, each mixture was 

mixed thoroughly to form a uniformslurry. Then, the wet slurrieswere dried at 100oC for 

24h. 

The two times of calcination had been applied for these wellmixed powders. After 

each calcinating time, the resulting powders were milled and dried again. Beside the 

mixing purpose, the milling process also fracture, flatten and reweld the calcined powders 

to reduce the particle size, based on the ballball and ballbottle wall collisions. 

Calcinations 

Each system of powders were calcined two times at different conditions as shown in 

Table 4. All compositions were covered in alumina crucibles, heated with rate of 5oC/min, 

kept at calcinated temprerature Tcal for soaking time tcal and naturallycooled in the furnace. 

The sketch of calcination process is provided in Figure 3.1 (a). 

Table 4. Conditions for calcination and sintering. 

System Tcal (
oC) tcal (h) Tsin (

oC) tsin (h) 
KNN–BLT–100xBZ 1000 5 10801180 3 

KNN‒100xST 950 5 11101220 3 

KNN‒4ST−100yL 950 5 11201200 3 

KNN‒100xZ 850 3 11101200 3 

KNN‒100yBZ 850 3 11101220 3 
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3.1.2. Ceramics processing 

Pellet preparation 

After calcinations, the powders were added with an organic binder polyvinyl alcohol 

(PVA, 10%). To get uniform and fined grain, the granules were passed through a 150 μm 

sieve. Pellets of 0.4g were made by using a 10 mmdiameter cylindrical steal mold. The 

powder were uniaxially pressed with a pressure of 98 MPa in a hydraulic press, holding 

for10 second. The green pellets were then surounded by the sacrificed powders and 

sintered. 

Sintering 

The sintering process is described in Figure 3.1 (b), following the conditions shown in 

Table 4. The pellets of the prepared compositions were put in alumina crucible and were 

taken in to the furnace for sintering with the increased temperaturerate of 5oC/min. The 

temperature were increased to 550oC and maintained there for 2h to remove all PVA 

binders, before heating up to the designed sintering temperature.  

 

Figure 3.1. The sketch of (a) calcination and (b) sintering process. 
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3.1.3. Composites processing 

Compositions 

For composite specimens, two different calcined compositions were used: 

[1] 0.96(K
0.5

Na
0.5

)
0.96

Li
0.04

NbO
3
0.04SrTiO

3
, as a seed phase or Tphase component. 

[2] 0.92Na0.5K0.5NbO30.08BaZrO3, as a matric phase, or PCphase component. 

These composites were mixed in different Tphase content fractions f (f = 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 

0.7, 0.9, 1.0). 

Pellet preparation and sintering 

Similar with ceramics processing, the calcined powders were weighed for different 

ratios, mixed with PVA, sieved, pressed, and then sintered. All composites were sintered 

at 1180oC for 3h. 

3.2. Characterization 

3.2.1. Density measurement 

Density of the as sintered ceramic pellets was measured by using 

Archimedes’immersion principle method using an electronic densimeter (SD–120L). 

First the mass of the pellets was measure and then sample was immersed in DI water, 

where it displaced anamount of water equal to its own volume and its weight is 

apparently diminished by theweight of the liquid displaced. The density  of sample was 

calculated from the relation:  
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� =
����

�� − �
 

where w is the density of water at measuring temperature, m0 is the mass of sample in air, 

and m is the mass of the sample in water. 

3.2.2. X–ray diffraction analysis 

Room temperature X–ray diffraction 

X–ray diffraction (XRD) technique is a powerful tool for material characterization 

aswell as for detailed structural elucidation. Crystallographic and phase analyses 

wereperformed by an X–ray diffractometer (XRD RAD III, Rigaku, Japan) by 

usingmonochromatric CuKα radiation with the wavelength λ= 1.54178Å. The detection 

rangewas 20o80o with a step size of 0.02o and a speed of 2o/min. From the value of 2θhkl 

detected from the (hkl) peaks in XRD pattern, the inter planar spacing dhkl was calculated 

by using Bragg’s law: 

� = 2����sin���� 

After then, the lattice parameters were estimated for several crystal structures using 

following relationships: 

+ For cubic or pseudocubic: 

1

�ℎ��
� =

ℎ2 + �2 + �2

�2
 

+ For tetragonal: 

1

�ℎ��
� =

ℎ2 + �2

�2
+

�2

�2
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+ For orthorhombic: 

1

�ℎ��
� =

ℎ2

�2
+

�2

�2 +
�2

�2
 

+ For rhombohedral: 

1

�ℎ��
� =

�ℎ2 + �2 + �2�sin2� + 2(ℎ� + �� + ℎ�)cos2� − cos �

�2(1 − 3cos2� + 2cos3�)
 

 

 

Figure 3.2. (a) Multi Purpose X–Ray Diffractometer and (b) JEOL Field Emission Scanning 

Electron Microscope. 

 

High temperature X–ray diffraction 

The high temperature XRD measurements were carried out with an Ultima IV X–ray 

diffractometer (Multi Purpose XRD, H–2, Rigaku, Japan), which was pictured in Figure 
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3.2 (a). The measurements were performed in a temperature chamber with the studied 

pellet mountedonto a heating trip with a step size of 0.02o at speed of 1o/min in the range 

of 30o50o. Samples were heated up to a given temperature with 10oC/min and kept there 

for 20 minutes before the start of the XRD run. 

3.2.3. Surface morphology and microstructure analysis 

The microstructure of samples were studied by Field Emission Scanning Electron 

Microscope (FE–SEM, JEOL, JSM–65OFF, Japan), pictured in Figure 3.2 (b). For 

sample preparation, the sintered specimens were polished with sandpapers (600Cw, 

1000Cw, 1500Cw and 2000Cw) to obtain 1mm thickness and smooth surface, then fine 

polished with alumina polishing powders by an electric polishing machine (Dong ILT, 

802–0408) to get the mirror surface. The polished specimens were washed with ethanol 

in ultrasonic machine (Branson 3210) for 30min, dried and thermally etched at the 

etching temperature (100oC lower than sintering temperature) for 1h. 

3.2.4. Piezoresponse force microscopy analysis, PFM 

Piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) has been established as a reliable approach to 

study the dynamic behavior, piezoelectric properties, switching mechanism, and 

configuration of the ferroelectric domains in the piezoelectric materials. For PFM 

observations, the sintered samples were polished to 20μm thickness using polycrystalline 

diamond paste with abrasive particles of 3.5, 1.0, and 0.25μm (DP–Paste P by Struers 

A/S, Ballerup,Denmark) for 1h each. The PFM experiments were carried out using a 

commercial atomicforce microscopy (MFP–3D, Asylum Research, Goleta, CA). The 

PFM signal was recorded at room temperature under an AC voltage of 5V at frequency of 

280kHz, applied to aconductive Pt–Ir–coated cantilever PPP–NCHPt (Nanosensors, 

Neuchatel, Switzer–land). 
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3.2.5. Dielectric and piezoelectric properties analysis 

For dielectric and electrical properties measurements, the sintered specimens 

werecarried out to obtain 1mm thickness using 800Cw and 1500Cw sandpapers. The 

lapped specimenswere then with ethanol in ultrasonicmachine (Branson 3210) for 30min. 

The silver paste (Ag, Sung Jee Tech, Co.) was screen printed on whole area of the 

opposite faces of the driedspecimens. The deposited electrodes were then fired at 700oC 

for 30min. The baked ceramics are composed of randomly oriented grains, which possess 

identical structure but have a random orientation, resulting in a small or zero net 

spontaneous polarization. The side of those samples were polished to prevent to electrical 

leakage between two electrodes. To measure the properties at poled states, the 

ceramicspecimens were poled at 100oC in a silicon oil bath by applying an electric field 

of 4 kV/mmfor 30min using a high voltage power supply (Conver Tech, SHV30) and 

field cooling down to room temperature. 

Dielectric properties analysis  

The room temperature capacitance CP and the dissipation factor (D or tanδ) were 

measured using the impedance grain phase analyzer (Hewlett Packard 4194A)with a 

working frequency range from 0.1 Hz to 40 MHz. The relative dielectric permittivity εr 

can be calculated using following relation: 

�� =
��. �

�. ε�
 

where ε0 = 8.854  10-12 F/m is the permittivity of vacuum, d is the thickness and A is the 

area of the specimen. 

The temperature–dependent dielectric properties of both poled and unpoled specimens 

were determined using an impedance analyzer (HP4192A, USA) attached to a computer 
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programmable electric furnace at different frequencies (0.1–10MHz) in temperature 

range 30oC–450oC under a heating rate of 3oC/min. Each speciment was measured three 

times for unpoled, poled and depoled states. 

Polarization and strain analysis 

The electromechanical strain SE and polarization PE hysteresis loops were measured 

by using a commercial aixPES setup (aixACCT Systems GMbH, Germany) at frequency 

of 1Hz. The fullset form of device is performed in Figure 3.3. Whole system was stayed 

in a room with certain temperature and humidity. Before measuring, all samples were 

thermal annealled at 450oC to remove the remnant polarization. 

 

Figure 3.3. AixPES (aixACCT) setup for measuring P–E and S–E hysteresis loop. 
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Piezoelectric properties analysis  

The piezoelectric coefficient d33 of specimens was measured using the appliedstress and 

measured polarization by PIEZO d33/d31 METER (IACAS, Model ZJ–6B).The resonance 

(fr) and anti–resonance (fa) frequencies, minimum impedance atresonance frequency Zm, 

and represents the low frequency capacitance C0 of specimens weremeasured using the 

impedance grain phase analyzer (Hewlett Packard 4194A) with a workingfrequency 

range from 0.1 Hz  40 MHz. From them, the planar coupling coefficient kp and the 

mechanical quality factor Qm was calculated using following equations: 

�� =
��

� − ��
�

���
 

Q� =
1

2π����C�

��
�

��� − ���
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Chapter 4: New phase boundary in lead−free piezoelectric KNN−based 

composites originating from coexistence of ferroelectrics and relaxor 

4.1. Investigation of high temperature phase transition behaviors and piezoelectric 

properties for BaZrO3modified leadfree KNNBLT ceramics 

The formation of morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) in piezoelectric ceramics is one 

of the most important concepts to enhance the dielectric and piezoelectric properties. In 

this work, rhombohedral (R) and tetragonal (T) phase boundary has been designed and 

clarified using the lead‒free 0.92(Na0.5K0.5)NbO3–(0.08–x)(Bi0.5Li0.5)TiO3–xBaZrO3 

ternary system. The R‒T phase coexistence region is identified in the ceramics with 0.06 

≤ x ≤ 0.07. We successfully demonstrated that a relatively enhanced d33 and its excellent 

temperature stability are originated from phase transition behaviors that were confirmed 

by temperature‒dependent dielectric properties and temperature‒dependent X‒ray 

diffraction (XRD) patterns. The ceramic fabrication was mentioned in detail in chapter 3. 

This work has been published on Journal of Electroceramics (04/2021). 

 

4.1.1. Motivation and scope 

Leadbased piezoelectric materials have been used in various applications for sensors 

and actuators [25,87]. However, lead contained high toxicity, made harmful effects on the 

environment and human. Therefore, waste electric equipment (WEEE), restrictions on 

hazardous substances (RoHS), and end‒of‒life vehicles (ELV) were established to 

prevent pollutants. Recently, leadfree materials were strongly developed to replace 

leadbased piezoelectric materials [88-92]. 
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K0.5Na0.5NbO3 and its compounds have been considered as one of promising candidates 

because of their excellent dielectric and piezoelectric properties [93-96]. Pure KNN is a 

well‒known leadfree piezoelectric ceramic because of its high Curie temperature TC 

around 420 °C and large electromechanical coupling factors with the 

orthorhombictetragonal phase transition temperature TOT around 200oC [12]. There 

were many studies to improve the properties for KNNbased materials by addition, 

substitution, modification some elements in pure KNN [9,92,97-102] defined the concept 

of polymorphic phase transition (PPT) at room temperature. The PPT compositions have 

improved properties at room temperature, in comparison with pure KNN. Thong et al. 

systematically provided a historical evolution of KNNbased materials with the 

improvement of piezoelectric properties based on phase boundaries [11]. However PPT 

concept has the temperature sensitive problem [12,96], the phase boundary corresponding 

to R−O or O−T possesses the PPT characteristic depending on not only the compositions 

but also the temperatures [58,103]. To overcome this problem, several possible solutions 

have been considered. One is a producing highly textured ceramics [104,105], but it 

requires complex synthesis process with high cost. Another way is an inducing a single 

tetragonal phase by shifting the TO–T to below room temperature with chemical 

modifications, which is accompanied by degradation of the piezoelectric properties 

[96,106]. One more useful concept, namely the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) is 

able to expect enhancement of both thermal stability and piezoelectric properties.  

The MPB is the nearly vertical phase boundary separating rhombohedral, tetragonal, 

and/or monoclinic ferroelectric phases and nearly temperature independent. MPB plays a 

very important role in PZT ceramics because of the excellent piezoelectric and dielectric 

properties. Some examples of MPB in PZT is considered in the field of piezoelectric 

materials [13,107-109]: the crystal structure changes abruptly and the piezoelectricity is 

maximized for compositions at MPBs, which is frequently reported as a region of phase 
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coexistence. Materials in this region exhibit a very high piezoelectric response, and it has 

been conjectured that these two features are intrinsically related. Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 has 

shown high performance actuators and transducers, since its superior dielectric, 

piezoelectric, and electromechanical coupling coefficients, as a result of enhanced 

polarizability arising from the domain wall mobility [110] at MPB. Besides, it was 

reported that the coupling between tetragonal and rhombohedral phases further allows an 

optimal domain reorientation during the poling process [13,25,107-109,111]. 

 Recently, there were some studies to construct MPB in lead–free piezoelectric 

ceramics [58-62], especially, in KNN–based materials. Liu et al. [14] introduced a way of 

forming MPB by shifting diffused R‒O and O‒T phase transition closer to create a 

partially overlapped phase transition over a broad temperature range. Another 

approximation to form an MPB was using two end members, one with tetragonal 

symmetry and the other with rhombohedral symmetry at room temperature [25]. Wang et 

al. reported the phase diagrams of the (1−x)Na0.5K0.5NbO3–xMTiO3 (with M = Pb, Ba, Sr, 

Ca, and Bi0.5Li0.5) solid solutions, showed that (1−x)Na0.5K0.5NbO3–xBi0.5Li0.5TiO3 has a 

tetragonal phase for 0.06  x  0.15 at room temperature [42]. Wang et al. also study the 

effects of A‒site ions on the successive phase transition temperatures of 

(1−x)Na0.5K0.5NbO3–xAZrO3 (A = Sr, Ca) solid solutions, and found that with increasing 

x, the tetragonal–orthorhombic phase transition temperature TT−O shift to the 

lower‒temperature region, while the orthorhombic–rhombohedral phase transition 

temperature TO−R shifts to the higher temperature region, then, stabilized a rhombohedral 

phase for 0.08 x 0.15 at room temperature [48]. 

By co–incorporating BaZrO3 and (Bi0.5Li0.5)TiO3 into (Na0.5K0.5)−NbO3, Zushi et al. 

[112] found that the formation of an MPB was possible for 0.92(Na0.5K0.5)NbO3–(0.08–

x)(Bi0.5Li0.5)TiO3–xBaZrO3 ceramics between x = 0.07 and 0.08, using Raman scattering 

spectra and Rietveld analyses. Wang et al. [113], focus on x = 0.05 and 0.06 for 
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composition 0.92(Na0.5K0.5)NbO3–(0.08–x)(Bi0.5Li0.5)TiO3–xBaZrO3, mainly investigate 

for temperature dependent permittivity and the stability of d33 at high temperature. 

However, there was no study investigated the crystal structure of these composition at 

high temperature to prove the existence and maintaining the phase coexistence. Therefore, 

this study focused on temperature dependent dielectric properties and the X‒ray 

diffraction patterns and the temperature stability of piezoelectric constant d33 to 

emphasize the phase diagram, so on, impress the existence of morphotropic phase 

boundary. 

 

4.1.2. Results and discussions 

Polished and thermally etched surface images of KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics are 

displayed in Figure 4.1. The obtained density values for sintered KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ 

ceramics were around 4.4g/cm3 which are corresponding to around 95% as the relative 

density. The calculated average grain sizes for KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics slightly 

increased from 1.27  0.04 μm for KNN‒BLT‒4BZ ceramics to 1.43  0.08 μm for 

KNN‒BLT‒6BZ ceramics, which then decreased to 1.28  0.03 m for KNN‒BLT‒8BZ 

ceramics. However, the surface images for KNN‒BLT‒4BZ and KNN‒BLT‒5BZ seem 

to be not treated with polishing, even all samples were simultaneously prepared 

(polishing and thermal etching) with same method. In fact, it was reported that similar 

behaviors were observed in other studies on KNN‒based materials [114-116]. These 

phenomena may be originated from the effect of etching process [114], or naturally 

induced porosities in specimen [115]. 
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Figure 4.1. Polished and thermally etched surface images of KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics, (a) x 

= 0.04, (b) x = 0.05, (c) x = 0.06, (d) x = 0.07, and (e) x = 0.08. 

 

Figure 4.2 depicts X‒ray diffraction patterns for KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics as a 

function of BZ content. A single perovskite structure without any secondary phases was 

obtained in all samples. This indicates that KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics as a solid 

solution were stably synthesized. To clarify the phase transition behaviors of 

KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics, around 45o peaks for all compositions were deconvoluted 

using pseudo‒Voigt peak shape function that are displayed in Figure 4.2(c). In the case of 

KNN‒BLT‒4BZ ceramics, two distinct peaks as (002) and (200) were observed that 

corresponded to tetragonal structure. On the other hand, KNN‒BLT‒8BZ ceramics was 

refined as rhombohedral structure with single (200) peak at 45o. In fact, the effects of BZ 

modification on the stabilization of rhombohedral phase in KNN‒based ceramics that was 

firstly reported by Wang et al. [47] in 2009. Moreover, two peaks for tetragonal phase and 

one peak for rhombohedral phase were observed from the deconvoluted XRD analysis for 

KNN‒BLT‒6BZ ceramics in Fig. 2(c). Accordingly, it is suggested that a coexistence of 
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tetragonal and rhombohedral phases was formed in KNN‒BLT‒6BZ ceramics. 

 

Figure 4.2. X‒ray diffraction patterns of KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics in the 2θ ranges of (a) 

20o‒70o, (b) 44.5o‒46.2o and (c) deconvoluted peaks. 

 

Figure 4.3 presents polarization (P‒E) and bipolar strain (S‒E) curves for 

KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics. The square‒shaped P‒E and butterfly‒shaped S‒E curves 

as normal ferroelectric features were observed at all samples. Maximum polarization 

(Pmax), remanent polarization (Pr), coercive field (Ec), maximum strain (Smax), and 

negative strain (Sneg) values under the applied electric field of 4 kV/mm were extracted 

from Figure 4.3 that are described in Figure 4.4. The highest values for Pmax and Pr were 

obtained in KNN‒BLT‒5BZceramics. Ec values for KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics were 

monotonically decreased with increasing BZ content. It can be assumed that the stabilized 

rhombohedral phases in KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics by added BZ are responsible for 

these polarization changes. In fact, it is known that Ec for tetragonal phase are relatively 
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stronger than rhombohedral phase due to the existence of 90o domains [117,118]. The 

strain value was firstly increased then decreased with increasing BZ content. We could 

obtain the highest strain value in KNN‒BLT‒6BZ ceramics. In fact, these changes of 

strain properties can be found in many other studies on ferroelectric and relaxor materials. 

The enhancement of strain properties at MPB region with rhombohedraltetragonal 

[119,120] may be based on the relatively attribution and the interaction between interface 

of rhombohedral and tetragonal [121,122]. More recently, some studies also investigated 

on strain behavior for ferroelectric‒relaxor boundary and figured out the similar trend, 

which originated from the contribution of polar‒nano regions [123,124]. 

 

Figure 4.3. Polarization (top) and bipolar strain curves (bottom) of KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics 

as a function of BZ content. 
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Figure 4.4. Changes of (a) Pmax, Pr, Ec values and (b) Smax, Sneg values of KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ 

ceramics as a function of BZ content. 

 

The dielectric constant (εr) and dielectric loss (tanδ) for KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics 

as a function of temperature is shown in Figure 4.5(a) and (b), respectively. The εr values 

at room temperature for KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics were increased, then decreased by 

BZ adding, which were culminated in the highest εr value in KNN‒BLT‒6BZ ceramics. 

On the other hand, the minimum value of tanδ was obtained in KNN‒BLT‒6BZ ceramics. 

The εr and tanδ of KNN‒BLT‒6BZ ceramics is represented in Figure 4.5(c) that was 

measured at different frequencies as a function of temperature. The detected cubic–

tetragonal phase transition temperature (TC) and tetragonal–rhombohedral phase 

transition temperatures (TR‒T) are provided in Figure 4.5(d). TC for all samples was 

monotonically decreased from 305oC for KNN‒BLT‒4BZ ceramics to 255oC for 

KNN‒BLT‒8BZ ceramics. There are no abnormal peaks on εr or tanδ for 

KNN‒BLT‒4BZ and KNN‒BLT‒5BZ ceramics in between room temperature (RT) and 

TC. This implies that those samples were stabilized as a tetragonal phase. On the other 

hand, a weak discontinuous peak was detected in KNN‒BLT‒6BZ ceramics. Besides, 

apparent peaks were observed at around 100oC for KNN‒BLT‒7BZ ceramics and 150oC 

for KNN‒BLT‒8BZ ceramics that may be originated from the existence of rhombohedral 
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phase. As we discussed in Figure 4.2, it can be assumed that rhombohedral phases in 

KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics were stabilized by BZ adding. Indeed, it is well‒know that 

BZ strongly affects the stabilization of rhombohedral phase in KNN‒based ceramics [47]. 

   

 

Figure 4.5. (a) Temperature‒dependent dielectric constant and (b) dielectric loss of 

KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics, (c) temperature‒dependent dielectric constant for 

KNN‒BLT‒6BZ ceramics at different frequencies, and (d) changes of phase transition 

temperatures as a function of BZ content. 

 

Figure 4.6(a) provides the changes of piezoelectric constant (d33) and 

electromechanical coupling factor (kp) values for KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics as a 

function of BZ content. Furthermore, the relationship between changes in 

temperature‒dependent dielectric constant and d33 for KNN‒BLT‒5BZ, KNN‒BLT‒6BZ, 
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and KNN‒BLT‒8BZ ceramics are contrasted in Figure 4.6(b), (c), and (d), respectively. 

The highest d33 of 240 pC/N was obtained in KNN‒BLT‒6BZ ceramics due to the 

coexistence of tetragonal and rhombohedral phases, where kp reached the highest value of 

around 34%. The samples were annealed for 5 min at different temperature steps, with the 

increasing step increment of 25oC, from room temperature to 350oC, to check the 

temperature stability of the piezoelectric constant d33. The measuring temperature for d33 

in Figs. 6 (b), (c), and (d) was the annealing temperature.  

 

 

Figure 4.6. Changes of (a) d33 and kp for KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics as a function of BZ 

content, temperature‒dependent dielectric constant and d33 for (b) KNN‒BLT‒5BZ, (c) 

KNN‒BLT‒6BZ, and (d) KNN‒BLT‒8BZ ceramics. 
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In the case of KNN‒BLT‒5BZ ceramics, the nearly constant d33 values in temperature 

range of 25oC ~ 225oC might be based on the detected single tetragonal phase. In fact, 

similar phenomena were reported in some studies [57,96,106]. In addition, in 

KNN‒BLT‒6BZ ceramics, we could obtain the highest d33 with comparatively good 

temperature stability (Δd33 less than ± 10%). It can be suggested that these behaviors are 

related to coexistence of tetragonal and rhombohedral phases in the temperature range of 

25oC ‒ 250oC. On the other hand, d33 for KNN‒BLT‒8BZ ceramics revealed relatively 

sensitive temperature dependence. The reason for this might be that KNN‒BLT‒8BZ 

ceramics additionally undergoes a phase transition (rhombohedral to tetragonal phase) at 

150oC as shown in Figure 4.6(d) and discussed in Figure 4.5. Initially, d33 was 125 pC/N 

from 25oC to 150oC, then it descends gradually. 

To clarify the relationship between the crystal structures and temperature‒dependent d33 

behaviors, temperature‒dependent XRD patterns for KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics are 

exhibited in Figure 4.7. There are notable differences can be found in these three 

materials, based on their crystal structure at room temperature. In the case of 

KNN‒BLT‒5BZ ceramics in Figure 4.7(a) and (d), two distinct peaks with a couple of 

Kα2 peaks corresponding to tetragonal phase were detected from 25oC to 250oC. This 

result is well‒matched with the changes of temperature dependent εr in Figure 4.5 and d33 

in Figure 4.6(b). Those peaks were merged as cubic structure at temperature above 275oC, 

eventually. Therefore, we could obtain excellent temperature stability for d33 value for 

KNN‒BLT‒5BZ ceramics.  
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Figure 4.7. Temperature‒dependence of X‒ray diffraction patterns in the 2θ ranges of 44.5o‒46.2o 

for (a) KNN‒BLT‒5BZ, (b) KNN‒BLT‒6BZ, and (c) KNN‒BLT‒8BZ ceramics as a function of 

temperature and the deconvoluted results for (d) KNN‒BLT‒5BZ ceramics, (e) KNN‒BLT‒6BZ, 

and (f) KNN‒BLT‒8BZ ceramics at representative temperatures. 

 

In case of KNN‒BLT‒6BZ, Figure 4.7(b) briefly describes two different regions of 

crystal structure: (i) the coexistence of a tetragonalrhombohedral phase at temperatures 

up to 225oC and (ii) a cubic phase at temperatures higher than 275oC. According to the 
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deconvoluted curves for KNN‒BLT‒6BZ in Figure 4.7(e), this identification can be more 

surely consider with the simultaneously contributing of tetragonal and rhombohedral 

structure at room temperature and 100oC, and the cubic structure at 350oC with a 

corresponding Kα2 peak. Besides, it is suggested that the crystal structure at 250oC could 

be a coexistence of tetragonal and cubic (or rhombohedral) phases. It is noted that the 

sequences of these phase transitions are responsible for a relatively enhanced d33 value 

with good temperature stability of KNN‒BLT‒6BZ ceramics. In Figure 4.7(c) and (f), a 

single peak of rhombohedral phase was detected in KNN‒BLT‒8BZ ceramics, which 

remained until 125oC. We found that the peak for rhombohedral phase was split into a 

couple of peaks as tetragonal phase at 150oC. In fact, the relatively sensitive temperature 

dependent d33 for KNN‒BLT‒8BZ ceramics in Figure 4.6(d) is originated from this phase 

transition behavior. Moreover, a single cubic phase was observed over 250oC. 

4.1.3. Conclusion 

KNN‒BLT‒100xBZ ceramics solid solutions have been prepared by the solid‒state 

reaction method. It was found that the coexistence of tetragonal and rhombohedral phase 

was detected at KNN‒BLT‒6BZ ceramics. It is noted that coexistence of tetragonal and 

rhombohedral phase resulted in d33 enhancing. Besides, we successfully demonstrated 

that a relatively enhanced d33 and its excellent temperature stability are originated from 

phase transition behaviors that were confirmed by temperature‒dependent dielectric 

properties and ‒XRD patterns. 
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4.2. Effects of SrTiO3 modification on piezoelectric and strain properties of 

lead‒free K0.5Na0.5NbO3‒based ceramics  

Lead−free (1−x)K0.5Na0.5NbO3–xSrTiO3 (KNN–100xST) piezoelectric ceramics were 

prepared using conventional solid–state reaction method to investigate their phase 

transition behavior and electrical properties. It is known that SrTiO3 modification in 

lead−free KNN ceramics is able to improve piezoelectric properties as well as 

sinterability of KNN ceramics. The previous studies for SrTiO3−modified KNN ceramics 

have mainly focused on the enhancement of dielectric and piezoelectric properties using 

orthorhombictetragonal phase transition concept. However, the electromechanical strain 

behavior near this phase boundary still remains a challenge. In this work, the 

polymorphic phase boundary between the orthorhombic and the tetragonal phases can be 

found at 5 mol% of SrTiO3 content, where enhanced piezoelectric constant (d33) was 

observed. Besides, the normalized strain (d*
33) was obtained from the unipolar strain at 4 

kV/mm, which reached 210 pm/V as the highest values in KNN−5ST ceramics. The 

ceramic fabrication was mentioned in detail in chapter 3, respectively. 

 

4.2.1. Motivation and scope 

Piezoelectric materials have been used in various electronic devices applications, based 

on their mutual conversion between mechanical energy and electrical energy. Leadbased 

piezoceramics, such as Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT), Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3–PbTiO3 (PMN–PT) has 

been widely used for sensors and actuators, due to their excellent properties [3,25,125]. 

However, these materials contain high toxicity of lead which has brought serious 

problems for environment and human being [4]. Recently, leadfree piezoelectric 

materials were strongly developed in order to replace leadbased materials [88,90-94]. 
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Among leadfree materials, K0.5Na0.5NbO3 (KNN) compounds have been considered 

as promising candidates for sensors application. High Curie temperature around 420°C, 

an orthorhombictetragonal (OT) phase transition temperature TOT around 200oC and 

large electromechanical coupling factors can be found in pure KNN [87]. To improve the 

properties of KNNbased materials, several chemical elements then were added, doped 

or modified [12,58] causing the formation of polymorphic phase transition (PPT) or 

morphotropic phase boundary (MPB). The PPT compositions in KNNbased materials 

have improved properties, however, remain the temperature sensitive problem [12,96], 

since the phase boundary corresponding to rhombohedral−orthorhombic (R−O) or O−T 

possesses the PPT characteristic depending on not only the compositions but also the 

temperatures. Meanwhile, the MPB concept with the phase structures dependent on the 

compositions and independent on temperatures recently has played a very important role 

in PZT [107,109] and lead–free piezoelectric ceramics [59,61,62], especially in KNN–

based materials [60,112].  

One method to form a tetragonal−rhombohedral (T–R) MPB is using composites of two 

end components, one has a tetragonal phase and the other has a rhombohedral phase at 

room temperature. Some chemical modifications have been used to stabilize the 

tetragonal phase from the orthorhombic phase in pure KNN, such as BiScO3 [41], MTiO3 

(with M = Pb, Ba, Sr, Ca, Bi0.5Li0.5…) [42,43], LiMeO3 (with Me = Nb, Ta, Sb…) [44-

46]… Among them, SrTiO3 is a promising candidate since SrTiO3 modification in 

lead−free KNN ceramics is able to improve piezoelectric properties as well as 

sinterability of KNN ceramics [52,75]. Guo et al. firstly reported that the crystal structure 

changed from orthorhombic to tetragonal in the [(K0.5Na0.5)1-xSrx](Nb1-xTix)O3 ceramics at 

x  0.040 and the value of piezoelectric constant d33 almost monotonically decreased with 

increasing modification content [75]. Wang et al. then observed the 

orthorhombictetragonal phase boundary with enhanced dielectric and piezoelectric 
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properties in SrTiO3–modified KNN, fabricated using Sparkplasmasintering method 

[52]. Recently, some studies investigated the relaxor behaviors in Na0.5K0.5NbO3–SrTiO3 

materials, at high SrTiO3 modification content ( 10 mol%) with the crystal structure had 

been fully tetragonal or pseudo–cubic [126-128]. However, none of them clarified for the 

electromechanical strain behaviors at PPT region. In this work, lead‒free SrTiO3–

modified KNN piezoceramics had been prepared by conventional solid‒state reaction 

method with low modification content ( 10 mol%). The piezoelectric and ferroelectric 

properties near orthorhombictetragonal polymorphic phase transition were investigated. 

 

4.2.2. Results and discussions 

The surface images of polished and thermally etched KNN‒100xST ceramics are 

displayed in Figure 4.8 (a−e). Abnormal grain growth was strongly observed in 

compositions around x = 0.03. The average grain size firstly increases from 0.6 μm for 

pure KNN, reaches the maximum value of 1.7 μm for x = 0.03, then decreases with the 

increase of ST content as shown in Figure 4.8 (f). The similar trend was also observed in 

other studies [124,129,130], which considered the low concentration of modifications can 

be responsible for the grain growth [131], while excessive content may restrict the 

movement of grains across the grain boundary causing inhibited grain growth [132,133]. 

Moreover, the graph for relative density in Figure 4.8 (f) implies that ST modification in 

KNN ceramics is responsible for the improving of sinterability. 
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Figure 4.8. Polished and thermally etched surface images of lead‒free KNN‒100xST ceramics (a) 

x = 0, (b) x = 0.01, (c) x = 0.03, (d) x = 0.04, (e) x = 0.10. (f) Average grain size and relative 

density for KNN‒100xST ceramics as a function of ST content. 

 

Figure 4.9 (a) represents the Xray diffraction patterns of the KNN‒100xST ceramics at 

room temperature (RT). Single perovskite structure without significant secondary phases 

in all samples indicates the formation of a solid solution among the KNN and SrTiO3. To 

clarify the changes of crystal structure for all compositions, (200) reflections with 2θ 

range of 44.4o ~ 46.4o are shown in Figure 4.9 (b). Two distinct peaks as (202) and (020) 

which were clearly observed in pure KNN and x  0.04 compositions correspond to 

orthorhombic structures. When SrTiO3 content x  0.06, the intensity of peaks at (200) 

reflections are moderately reversed, corresponding to the (002) and (200) peaks of 

tetragonal symmetry. Moreover, it is considered that there is a coexistence of 

orthorhombic and tetragonal phases in x = 0.05 ceramic. The crystal structure and data for 

electrical properties of lead‒free KNN‒100xST ceramics are listed in Table 1. It is 
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expected that Sr2+ (with ionic radius of 1.44 Ȧ) could substitute for Na+ (1.39 Ȧ) and K+ 

(1.64 Ȧ), while Ti4+ (0.61 Ȧ) substituted for Nb5+ (0.64 Ȧ). The lattice parameters and 

tetragonality were calculated from XRD data and shown in Figure 4.9 (c). It implies that 

for each phase of crystal structure the change of lattice parameters is not significant. 

Otherwise, the highest degree of tetragonality has been found at x = 0.07 compositions. 

 

Figure 4.9. X‒ray diffraction patterns of KNN‒100xST ceramics as a function of ST content in 

the 2θ ranges of (a) 20o‒70o and (b) 44.4o‒46.4o. (c) Lattice parameters and tetragonality. 

 

Table 5. Crystal structure and electrical properties of lead‒free KNN‒100xST ceramics 

SrTiO3 content 
(x) 

0 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.10 

Crystal structure O O O O O‒T T T T 
εr 464 785 866 1069 1352 1426 1496 1490 

Pr (μC/cm2) 23.8 20.3 19 17.4 13.8 11.5 10 3.9 
Ec (kV/mm) 1.09 1.57 1.52 1.50 1.42 1.57 1.56 1.05 

TC (oC) 414 382 350 324 308 286 267 196 
TO‒T (oC) 212 189 131 80 ~RT    

d33 (pC/N) 90 95 99 108 130 125 78 65 
d*

33 (pm/V) 90 100 175 185 210 175 130 95 
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The temperature dependent dielectric properties of KNN‒100xST compositions are 

shown in Figure 4.10. In the range from RT to 450oC, pure KNN has two phase transition 

temperature namely the orthorhombictetragonal phase transition temperature (TO‒T) and 

Curie temperature (TC) around 210oC and 410oC, detected by the corresponding peaks in 

the graphs of dielectric constant (εr) and dielectric loss (tanδ). With the increasing of 

SrTiO3 content, both TC and TOT are monotonically decreased and plotted in Figure 4.10 

(d). There are no abnormal peaks between RT and TC for x  0.06 ceramics, which 

implies that TOT is lower than RT and those samples are stabilized as a tetragonal phase 

[134]. Otherwise, the peak at TC becomes broader may be an evidence for relaxor‒like 

behaviors in KNN‒100xST ceramics [74]. 

 

Figure 4.10. Temperature‒dependent dielectric properties of KNN‒100xST ceramics, (a) 

temperature‒dependent dielectric constant (εr), (b) dielectric loss of KNN‒100xST ceramics, (c) 

εr for KNN‒3ST ceramics at different frequencies, and (d) the extracted phase transition 

temperatures as a function of ST content. 
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The polarization(PE) and strain (SE) virgin curves for KNN100xST ceramics 

measured under an electric field of 4kV/mm, and the extracted parameters are shown in 

Figure 4.11. Pure KNN ceramics is wellknown as a normal ferroelectric material with 

squareshaped P‒E and butterflyshaped SE curves, as well as high remnant 

polarization (Pr) and remnant strain (Srem). Those quantities are monotonically degraded 

with the increase of ST content. However, the total strain (Stot) plot shows a local peak at 

x = 0.04 and 0.05, resulting to the improvement for the usable strain (Susable) at OT phase 

transition region, following the equation: 

Susable = Stot – Srem  (1) 
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Figure 4.11. (a) Bipolar strain and polarization curves, (b) S
pol

, S
rem

 values, (c) Pmax, Pr and Ec 

values of KNN‒100xST ceramics. 

 

Figure 4.12 (a) performs the unipolar strain curves for KNN100xST ceramics 

measured under an electric field of 4kV/mm. The maximum unipolar strain firstly 

increases, reaches highest value at x = 0.05 composition, then decreases. The normalized 

strain (d*
33) is derived from unipolar strain values Suni and shown in Figure 4.12 (b), in 

relationship with bipolar strain and polarization. The similar trend in the behaviors of 

normalized strain d*
33, difference Stot − Srem, and P2

m − P2
r, indicates the electrostrictive 

behavior in ferroelectric piezoelectric materials [135], following the equation:  

Suni  Susable= Stot − Srem = Q(P2
m−P2

r )  (2) 

(a) 

(b) (c) 
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where Q is the electrostrictive constant of materials [136].  

The strain enhancement near PPT region was mentioned in several publications [137-

139] and suggested to be related with the domain mobility, based on the coexistence of 

orthorhombic and tetragonal phase. The relatively high maximum polarization (Pm) and 

low coercive field (Ec) around x = 0.040.05 can be strong evidences for this mechanism. 

At x = 0.10, the strain loops with small negative strain and low remnant polarization show 

a transition from a normal ferroelectric to relaxorlike ferroelectric in the 

SrTiO3modified KNN ceramics [75]. 

 

Figure 4.12. The (a) unipolar strain curves (b) normalized strain d*
33, difference Spol − Srem and 

P2
m−P2

r of KNN‒100xST ceramics. 

Figure 4.13 performs the phase diagram of KNN‒100xST ceramics. The piezoelectric 

constant d33 slightly increased with increasing ST content, culminated in the highest d33 

value of 130 pC/N at x = 0.05 ceramics, then drastically declined with further increasing 

ST content. In fact, the change in d33 values in ferroelectric materials is strongly affected 

by the dielectric and ferroelectric properties [124], following the relation: 

d33 = 2QεrPr          (3) 

According to Figure 4.13 (a) and Table 5, the values of εr increase with the stabilizing 
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of tetragonal phase. Meanwhile, the decrease of Pr values in Figure 4.13 (c) is resulted 

from the destabilization of ferroelectrics in KNN ceramics with the increase of 

modification content. Moreover, the product εrPr values perform the same trend with d33 

indicates the influence of dielectric and ferroelectric features on the piezoelectric 

behavior. 

 

Figure 4.13. Phase diagram of KNN‒100xST ceramics. 

 

4.2.3. Conclusion 

SrTiO3 (ST) is a promising candidate for tetragonal phase stabilization on lead−free 

KNN piezoelectric ceramics. KNN−100xST piezoceramics were prepared using 

conventional solid–state reaction method to study their phase transition behavior and 

electrical properties. The polymorphic phase boundary between the orthorhombic and the 

tetragonal phases is observed at 5 mol% of SrTiO3 content with the improved 

piezoelectric constant d33. Meanwhile, the enhancement of normalized strain d*
33 for 

KNN−5ST ceramics may be related with the domain wall flexibility resulting from the 
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simultaneous contribution of orthorhombic and tetragonal phase. The tetragonality is 

highest at x = 0.07. However, x = 0.06 composition maintains high piezoelectric constant, 

which can be a good candidate for the tetragonal phase component to form the MPB. 
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4.3. Li+ ‒doping effects on tetragonal phase stabilization of lead‒free KNNST 

piezoceramics 

From previous part, SrTiO3‒modified Na0.5K0.5NbO3 (KNN) ceramics can be a good 

candidate for tetragonal phase stabilization. Tetragonal phase was stabilized and 

maintained good properties for the modification content of 0.06 mol. Such high amount 

of SrTiO3 causes the higher sintering temperature and significantly reduces Curie 

temperature TC. To maintain the high TC and improve the piezoelectric properties, this 

study investigates the effect of Li‒doping on 0.96Na0.5K0.5NbO3–0.04SrTiO3 ceramics. 

The ceramics was denoted as KNN–4ST–100yL, and the fabrication was mentioned in 

detail in chapter 3, respectively. 

 

4.3.1. Motivation and scope 

Leadbased piezoceramics, such as Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT), Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3–PbTiO3 

(PMN–PT) has been widely used for sensors and actuators, due to their excellent 

properties [3,25,125]. However, these materials contain more than 60% of toxic lead, 

which has brought serious problems for environment and human being [4]. Recently, 

many countries strongly developed environment–friendly piezoelectric materials to 

replace leadbased ones [140,141]. Therefore, the development of lead–free piezoelectric 

ceramics with excellent electrical properties becomes really necessary [88,90-94]. 

Among various leadfree materials, K0.5Na0.5NbO3 (KNN) compounds have been 

considered as potential candidates for sensors application [94,95]. High Curie 

temperature TC around 420°C and large electromechanical coupling factors with the 

orthorhombictetragonal phase transition temperature TOT around 200oC can be found in 
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pure KNN [87]. The requirements for sensors application are not only high piezoelectric 

constant (d33) and TC, but also the temperature insensitivity of properties. One of methods 

to improve the thermal stability of piezoelectric properties in KNN‒based ceramics is the 

stabilization of a single tetragonal phase by shifting down the orthorhombictetragonal 

phase transition below room temperature. It is reported that some chemical modifications 

were used to stabilize the tetragonal phase from the orthorhombic phase in pure KNN, 

such as Li2CO3 [46], BiScO3 [41], MTiO3 (with M = Pb, Ba, Sr, Ca, Bi0.5Li0.5…) [42,43], 

LiMeO3 (with Me = Nb, Ta, Sb…) [44-46]… Among them, SrTiO3 is a promising 

candidate since SrTiO3 modification can improve piezoelectric properties and 

sinterability of KNN ceramics [52,75]. Guo et al. [75] firstly reported that the crystal 

structure changed from orthorhombic to tetragonal in the [(K0.5Na0.5)1-xSrx](Nb1-xTix)O3 

ceramics at x  0.040 and the value of piezoelectric constant d33 almost monotonically 

decreased with increasing modification content. Wang et al. [52] then observed the 

orthorhombictetragonal phase boundary with enhanced dielectric and piezoelectric 

properties in SrTiO3–modified KNN, fabricated using Sparkplasmasintering method. 

In section 4.2, we had prepared KNN−100xST piezoceramics using conventional solid–

state reaction method. The polymorphic phase boundary between the orthorhombic and 

the tetragonal phases was obseved at 5 mol% of SrTiO3 content with the improved 

piezoelectric constant d33. However, such high amount of SrTiO3 required high sintering 

temperature (above 1200oC) to obtain the dense sample. Moreover, TC significantly 

decreases to lower than 300oC for x > 0.05. Guo et al. [46] reported that Li2CO3 doping is 

able to stabilize the tetragonal phase and increase TC. Besides, several studies considered 

Li2CO3 as a good sintering aid to reduce the sintering temperature [142-144]. Therefore, 

this study investigated the phase transition and piezoelectric properties the effects of 

Li2CO3doped 0.96Na0.5K0.5NbO3–0.04SrTiO3 ceramics.  
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4.3.2. Results and discussions 

Polished and thermally etched surface images of KNN‒4ST‒100yL ceramics are 

displayed in Figure 4.14 (a‒f). Abnormal grain growth in KNN‒4ST is prevented by 

Li‒doping. The average grain size drastically decreases with the contribution of Li+. It 

was reported in previous Section that 0.04 mol ST was high enough to restrict the 

movement of grains across the grain boundary causing inhibited grain growth [132,133]. 

Furthermore, Li2CO3 is considered as sintering aid with low melting point at 723oC, the 

formation for liquid state become easier, that can prevent the process of grain growth, 

which typically takes place during the final sintering stage [38]. 

 

Figure 4.14. Polished and thermally etched surface images of lead‒free KNN‒4ST‒100yL 

ceramics (a) y = 0, (b) y = 0.01, (c) y = 0.02, (d) y = 0.03, (e) y = 0.04, and (f) y = 0.06 
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Figure 4.15 (a,b) shows the Xray diffraction patterns of the KNN‒4ST‒100yL 

ceramics at room temperature. Single perovskite structure without significant secondary 

phases in all samples indicates the formation of a solid solution among the KNN, SrTiO3 

and Li2CO3. To clarify changes of crystal structure for all compositions, (200) reflections 

with 2θ range of 44.4o ~ 46.4o are shown in Figure 4.15 (b). Two distinct peaks as (202) 

and (020) clearly observed KNN‒4ST and KNN‒4ST‒1L compositions correspond to 

orthorhombic structures. When Li+ content y  0.03, the intensity of peaks at (200) 

reflections are moderately reversed, corresponding to the (002) and (200) peaks of 

tetragonal symmetry. The changing of relative height of peaks around y = 0.02 considers 

the phase transition from orthorhombic to tetragonal phase. The lattice parameters and 

tetragonality were calculated from XRD data and shown in Figure 4.9 (c). The broader 

space between (002) and (200) peaks implies that difference between lattice parameter a 

and c for tetragonal phase becomes larger with further Li+ content, resulting the higher 

tetragonality c/a. Even for the composition at the phase transition, the tetragonality is 

stronger than that of KNN‒7ST. 

 

Figure 4.15. X‒ray diffraction patterns of KNN‒4ST‒100yL ceramics as a function of Li content 

in the 2θ ranges of (a) 20o‒70o, (b) 44.4o‒46.4o, and (c) lattice parameter. 
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The temperature dependent dielectric constant of KNN‒4ST‒100yL compositions are 

shown in Figure 4.16 (a). The orthorhombictetragonal phase transition temperature 

(TO‒T) and Curie temperature (TC) are detected by the corresponding peaks in the graphs 

of dielectric constant and plotted in Figure 4.16 (b). With the increasing of Li+ content, 

TO‒T is shifted from 80oC for KNN‒4ST to near room temperature for y = 0.01 and cannot 

be observed for y  0.02 compositions. This implies that those samples are stabilized as a 

tetragonal phase. Meanwhile, TC monotonically increases with further doping amount.  

 

Figure 4.16. (a) Temperature‒dependent dielectric dielectric constant εr  of KNN‒4ST‒100yL 

ceramics, and (b) the extracted phase transition temperatures as a function of Li+ content. 

 

Figure 4.17 shows the polarization (P‒E) and bipolar strain (S‒E) curves for 

KNN‒4ST‒100yL ceramics measured under an electric field of 4kV/mm, and the 

extracted parameters such as maximum polarization (Pm), remanent polarization (Pr), 

coercive field (Ec), negative strain (Sneg), and maximum strain (Smax) values. The features 

of ferroelectric material can be observed in KNN‒4ST ceramics, and degraded with the 

reducing of Pm and Pr when Li+ content increase. The strain curves for y  0.03 

compositions with small negative strain may be related with the dissociation of ordered 

ferroelectricities, and these materials can be considered as relaxor‒like ferroelectric. 
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Figure 4.17. (a) Polarization and bipolar strain curves, (b), Pmax, Pr, Ec values (c) S
max

, S
neg

 values 

of KNN‒4ST‒100yL ceramics 

 

Piezoelectric constant d33, electromechanical coupling factor kp r and phase transition 

temperature of KNN‒4ST‒100yL ceramics are shown in Figure 4.18. The piezoelectric 

constant d33 firstly increased with increasing Li+ content, culminated in the highest d33 

value of 165 pC/N at y = 0.02 ceramics, then drastically declined with further increasing 

doping content. The electromechanical coupling factor kp performs the similar trend with 

d33, corresponding to the orthorhombic‒tetragonal polymorphic phase transition.  
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Figure 4.18. Piezoelectric constant d33, electromechanical coupling factor kp r and phase 

transition temperature of KNN‒4ST‒100yL ceramics. 

 

4.3.3. Conclusion 

Lead‒free KNN‒4ST‒100yL piezoceramics have been prepared by the solid‒state 

reaction method. Firstly, the sintering temperature was significantly decreased with the 

contribution of Li2CO3 doping. All the prepared samples show the single perovskite phase 

with the structure change from orthorombic (O) to tetragonal (T) at room temperature 

with the increasing of Li content. The temperature‒dependent permittivity, XRD and 

piezoelectric measurements have been carried out to study the phase transition. The 

orthorhombic‒tetragonal phase transition was observed at 2 mol% Li2CO3 modified 

KNN‒4ST, with TC, d33 and kp are 328oC, 165pC/N and 0.33, respectively. The 

tetragonality is much higher than those values for KNN‒100xST ceramics. Finally, 

KNN‒4ST‒4L can be considered as a good candidate for the tetragonal phase component. 
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4.4. Ferroelectric‒to‒relaxor crossover in KNN‒based lead‒free piezoceramics 

This study investigated the phase transition behavior and electrical properties of 

(K0.5Na0.5)(Nb1xZrx)O3 (KNN100xZ) and (K0.5Na0.5)NbO3yBaZrO3 (KNN100yBZ) 

leadfree piezoelectric ceramics. The phase transitions in crystal structures were 

compared in KNN ceramics between single Zr4+ doping and Ba2+Zr4+ codoping. 

Piezoelectric properties such as the piezoelectric constant (d33) and electromechanical 

coupling factor (kp) are optimized for KNN‒6BZ ceramics and were clarified via the 

polymorphic phase transition from the orthorhombic to pseudocubic phase. The fitted 

degree of diffuseness (γ) for a phase transition from the modified Curie–Weiss law 

indicated that KNN ceramics as ferroelectrics are gradually transformed through BaZrO3 

modification. Accordingly, the enhanced strain properties at y = 0.08 consist of coexisting 

ferroelectric domains and polar nanoregions that are supported by ferroelectric–to–

relaxor crossover in KNN‒100yBZ ceramics. The ceramic fabrication was mentioned in 

detail in chapter 3, respectively. 

This work has been published on Ceramics International journal (10/2020). 

 

4.4.1. Motivation and scope 

Lead–based piezoceramics such as Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 (PZT), Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3–PbTiO3 

(PMN–PT), and (Pb,La)(Zr,Ti)O3 (PLZT) are widely implemented in electronic and 

electric devices as actuators, sensors, and microelectronic devices due to their superior 

electrical properties [1-3]. However, the high toxicity of lead (Pb) in wastes of such 

devices causes serious problems for the environment and human health [4]. Therefore, 

replacement of lead‒based materials with lead‒free ones is an important issue in 

piezoceramics [94]. Several kinds of lead‒free piezoceramics have been extensively 
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investigated, such as BaTiO3 [5,6], (Bi1/2Na1/2)TiO3 [7,8], and (K0.5Na0.5)NbO3 (KNN) [9-

11]. The unique advantages of KNN ceramics such as their high Curie temperature (TC ≈ 

420oC) and high piezoelectricity suggest them as a promising candidate for replacing 

lead‒based materials [9,10,145]. Therefore, significant attention has been given to the 

investigation of KNN‒based lead‒free ceramics. In fact, the above mentioned major 

properties of KNN‒based lead‒free ceramics can be further improved by modifying with 

other impurities or ABO3 [12]. 

Several promising achievements were recently reported in KNN‒based ceramics 

regarding the construction of new phase boundaries, especially for morphotropic phase 

boundary (MPB) concepts such as PZT [10,12,146]. One MPB forming method is the 

stabilization of two phases consisting of a tetragonal (T) phase and a rhombohedral (R) 

phase. There are many candidates to stabilize the T phase at room temperature in 

KNN‒based system [42,147,148], but relatively few materials exhibit rhombohedral 

symmetry at room temperature. Wang et al. (2009) first clarified that the orthorhombic 

(O)–R phase transition temperature (‒120oC for pure KNN) was tuned to above room 

temperature in solid solution (1–x)Na0.5K0.5NbO3–xBaZrO3 for 0.08 ≤ x ≤ 0.15 [47]. Then, 

it was reported that the O–R phase transition for KNN ceramics is almost independent of 

the A‒site ions [48]. Other additives have been used to bring the TR−O of KNN from 

123oC to above room temperature, such as Sb5+ [49,50] and BiScO3 [51]. After that, 

there were other studies on forming R–T phase boundaries in KNN‒based ceramics by 

modifying BaZrO3 (BZ) [112,113,118]. However, this concept is controversial even 

though most studies claimed that the R phase in KNN ceramics can be stabilized using 

AZrO3 (A = Ba, Ca, Sr ...). Although, it is well known that Zr‒based compounds such as 

(AZrO3) are strongly influence the stabilization of R phase in KNN‒basaed ceramics, we 

could not find any evidences for those features in a single Zr4+‒doped KNN‒based 

ceramics [102,149]. In fact, some studies have recently suggested stabilization of a 
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relaxor based on noncubic (more precisely, orthorhombic or tetragonal) phases that transit 

to pseudocubic phases [68-73]. The KNN−based relaxors exhibit some features, such as 

the extremely broad maximum in temperature dependent permittivity, diffuse phase 

transitions, and Vogel−Fulcher relaxations [74]. Guo et al. [75] firstly suggested that Sr2+ 

and Ti4+ codoping in KNN ceramics can induce phase transition from the normal 

ferroelectric to relaxor ferroelectric with the diffuse phase transition behaviors. Kosec et 

al. [76] and Bobnar et al. [77] observed the relaxor behavior through a broad dispersive 

dielectric maximum and a Vogel–Fulcher relationship in KNN–SrTiO3 ceramics. These 

relaxor features has been also observed in other KNNbased ceramics systems such as 

KNNBaTiO3 [78,79], KNNBi0.5Na0.5TiO3 [80], KNNBiFeO3 [81], KNNSrZrO3 [82], 

and so on. Accordingly, these imply that there are still arguments regarding the definition 

of stabilized phases in KNN ceramics by modifying Zrbased compounds. Therefore, this 

study investigated the crystal structure, phase transition behavior, and electrical properties 

of BZ‒modified KNN ceramics. Moreover, to clarify the stabilized phases in KNN 

ceramics, we compared single Zr4+ doping with Ba2+Zr4+ co‒doping and their effects on 

the phase transition behavior and electrical properties of KNN ceramics. 

 

4.4.2. Results and discussions 

The polished and thermally etched surface images of the KNN‒100xZ and 

KNN‒100yBZ ceramics are displayed in Figure 4.19. The densities of the sintered 

samples were recorded around 4.2‒4.7 g/cm3, corresponding to the relative density being 

higher than 94%. All samples show dense microstructures with very small amounts of 

holes and abnormal grain distributions, with large grains surrounded by smaller ones. The 

average grain size of Zr‒doped KNN ceramics increased dramatically from 0.59  0.03 

m to 1.25  0.07 m when x = 0.01, then decreased rapidly with further increasing Zr 
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amount x = 0.05, as shown in Figure 4.19(ac). Meanwhile, with increasing BZ content, 

the average grain size first increased, reaching the largest grains (1.67  0.04 m) when y 

= 0.03, then monotonically decreased. Accordingly, it seems that the low concentrations 

of ZrO2 and BaZrO3 are responsible for grain growth, while the high concentrations of 

ZrO2 and BaZrO3 restrained the grain growth. The reason for this is that a low content of 

Ba or BaZrO3 can be well diffused into the KNN lattices to form a new homogeneous 

solid solution [150]. On the other hand, some of the BaZrO3 particles at high content may 

exist near the grain boundary, which was responsible for the restrained grain growth 

[129,130,150,151]. 

 

Figure 4.19. The polished and thermally etched surface images of KNN‒based ceramics, (a) pure 

KNN (b) KNN‒1Z, (c) KNN‒5Z, and KNN‒100yBZ ceramics for (d) y = 0.03, (e) y = 0.06, (f) y 

= 0.08, (g) y = 0.10. 

 

Figure 4.20 displays the XRD patterns at room temperature for pure KNN, Zr‒and 

BaZrO3‒modified KNN ceramics. A single perovskite structure without significant 

secondary phases was obtained from each sample, indicating the formation of a stable 

solid solution among KNN, ZrO2 or BaZrO3. To clarify these changes in crystal structure 

for all compositions, 2θ ranges of 29.6o‒33.2o and 44.0o46.5o peaks are shown in Figure 
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4.20(d) and (e). In the case of pure KNN and single Zr4+‒doped KNN‒100xZ ceramics, 

two distinct peaks as (200)/(002) and (020) were clearly observed near 45o of 2θ 

regardless of Zr4+ concentration, which corresponds to the orthorhombic structures. This 

implies that a crystallographic phase transition was not induced by single Zr4+ doping in 

KNN ceramics. KNN‒3BZ ceramics with a low BZ concentration were clarified to have 

an orthorhombic structure with a couple of peaks. On the other hand, the split (020) peak 

for KNN‒6BZ ceramics was started to approach into (200)/(002) peak, which was 

merged into a single (200) peak corresponding to rhombohedral or pseudocubic structure 

at KNN‒8BZ ceramics. Moreover, the single (110) peaks near 30o of 2θ were detected at 

y  0.08 compositions. This result implies that the stabilized crystal structures for 

KNN‒100yBZ ceramics with y  0.08 of BZ content are identified as pseudocubic 

structure [1,152,153]. This indicates that a phase transition was induced by Ba2+ and Zr4+ 

co‒doping in KNN ceramics. This can be explained by the different sizes of ionic radii 

between impurities (Ba2+ and Zr4+) and elements for the A‒/B‒sites in the KNN lattice, 

which are responsible for the crystallographic phase transition based on peak shifting. In 

fact, the ionic radii for Ba2+ (1.61 Å) and Zr4+ (0.72 Å) are larger than the average ionic 

radii for A‒site (1.52 Å) ions (precisely, 1.64 Å for K+ and 1.39 Å for Na+) and Nb5+ 

(0.64 Å) as B‒site ion, respectively. Therefore, it can be assumed that the (020) peak was 

preferentially shifted to the (200)/(002) peak, then the merged (200) peak was 

subsequently extended by modifying BZ further. 
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Figure 4.20. X‒ray diffraction patterns of (a) pure KNN, (b) KNN‒100xZ, (c) KNN‒100yBZ 

ceramics in the 2θ ranges of 20o‒70o, (d) 29.6o‒33.2o and (e) 43o‒46.6o. 

 

Temperature‒dependent dielectric properties for KNN, KNN‒100xZ, and 

KNN‒100yBZ ceramics are depicted in Figure 4.21. As is well known, the Curie 

temperature (TC) and an orthorhombic to tetragonal phase transition temperature (TO‒T) 

for pure KNN were observed near 410oC and 210oC, respectively. In the case of single 

Zr4+ doping, both TC and TO‒T for KNN‒1Z ceramics were decreased to 376oC and less 

than 200oC, respectively. By further increasing the single Zr4+ content, TC no longer 

changed, while discontinuities in the dielectric behavior at TO‒T were prevented. On the 

other hand, TC and TO‒T for KNN‒100yBZ ceramics were decreased with increasing BZ 

content [47]. Finally, TO‒T was vanished at KNN‒8BZ ceramics. The 

frequency‒independent dielectric behaviors with sharp phase transitions as features of the 
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normal ferroelectrics were also determined for pure KNN, KNN‒1Z, and KNN‒6BZ 

ceramics, as seen in Figure 4.21(b), (c), and (d). However, frequency‒dependent 

dielectric behaviors with a broad phase transition as a function of the applied frequency 

was detected in the KNN‒8BZ ceramics, which became stronger with dispersion as the 

BZ content increased. From Figure 4.20, which displays the crystal structures, and Figure 

4.21, which displays the dielectric properties, it can be assumed that single Zr4+ doping 

weakly influenced the phase transition in KNN ceramics, while Ba2+ and Zr4+ co‒doping 

strongly influenced dielectric properties based on the phase transition in KNN ceramics 

(more precisely, this transition can be defined as a ferroelectrics to relaxor phase 

transition [154]) 

 

Figure 4.21. Temperature‒dependent dielectric constant (εr) for (a) all compositions at 100 kHz 

and (b) pure KNN, (c) KNN‒1Z, (d) KNN‒6BZ, (e) KNN‒8BZ, and (f) KNN‒10BZ ceramics. 

 

Figure 4.22 indicates the polarization (P‒E) and strain (S‒E) curves for KNN, 

KNN‒100xZ, and KNN‒100yBZ ceramics, which were considered under an electric field 
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of 4kV/mm. Furthermore, the extracted parameters such as the dielectric constant (εr), 

remanent polarization (Pr), coercive field (Ec), negative strain (Sneg), and maximum strain 

(Smax) values are compared as a function of impurity content in Figure 4.23. For the 

compositions with Z content x  0.01 and BZ content y  0.08, typical ferroelectric 

features were observed with butterfly‒shaped S‒E and square‒shaped P‒E curves. On the 

other hand, both the strain and polarization properties for KNN‒5Z ceramics were 

drastically decreased by single Zr4+ doping and relatively weak ferroelectricity based on 

degradation of the Pr, Ec, and Sneg values in the KNN‒8BZ ceramics. With increasing BZ 

content, the strain and polarization properties were degraded. The highest Smax was 

obtained at KNN‒8BZ ceramics with drastically decreasing Ec and Sneg. These results are 

strongly related to the appearance of relaxor features based on a pseudocubic structure. In 

fact, the destabilization of ferroelectrics (in other word, the stabilization of the relaxor) is 

caused by the dissociation of longrange order ferroelectricities based on compositional 

disorder and lattice distortion. It was reported that ferroelectricsrelaxor transitions can 

be strongly affected by codoping heterovalent substitutions, for instance 

(1x)K0.5Na0.5NbO3SrTiO3 [126], (Ba1xKx)(Ti1xTax)O3 [155], (Ba1xKx)(Ti1xNbx)O3 

[156], and (1x)BaTiO3BiAlO3 [157]. Accordingly, in the BaZrO3modified KNN 

perovskite lattice, Ba2+ replaces K+ and Na+ on the Asite donor, while Zr4+ replaces Nb5+ 

on the B‒site. It is believed that these substitutions lead to the compositional (chemical) 

disorder from different ions on equivalent crystallographic sites, which can disrupt the 

long‒range order dipoles in ferroelectric materials [157-159]. At low levels of 

modification, the long‒range dipolar interactions are still preserved since the 

heterogeneous distribution is relatively negligible compared with homogeneous 

ferroelectric polar states [160], thus KNN‒3BZ and KNN‒6BZ ceramics are still normal 

ferroelectric materials with large Pr and Sneg. With increasing BZ content, the degree of 

compositional disorder becomes significant, and the relaxor features appear with an 
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increasing number of polar nanoregions (PNRs) and local fields. Moreover, both KNN 

sites are modified by Ba2+ and Zr4+ with a larger ionic radius, which also can be 

considered as another mechanism that stabilizes the relaxor. There are various cases of 

relaxor systems that appear regardless of the chemical valence on one or both sites, such 

as (Ba0.95Ca0.05)(ZrxTi1-xO3) [68], BaZrxTi1-xO3[161], and Pb1-xCaxTiO3[162]. It was 

reported that the periodicity of the lattice structure can be influenced by the modified 

clusters and lattice distortion. In this case, once a couple of cations with different ionic 

sizes occupy the same crystallographic sites, BO6 octahedral clusters are changed and 

lattice distortions are generated in the materials [163,164]. Accordingly, long‒range 

ordered ferroelectricity can be dissociated by the lattice distortion‒derived random fields 

[165]. Therefore, it is believed that the relaxor features in KNN‒8BZ, KNN‒10BZ, and 

KNN‒15BZ ceramics are revealed. 

 

Figure 4.22. Electric‒field‒induced strain and polarization curves for (a) KNN, KNN‒100xZ 

ceramics as red blocks, (b) x = 0.01, (c) x = 0.05, and KNN‒100yBZ ceramics as blue blocks; 

similarly for (d) y = 0.03, (e) y = 0.06, (f) y = 0.08, (g) y = 0.10, (h) y = 0.15. 
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Figure 4.23. The (a) dielectric, ferroelectric, and (b) strain properties of KNN, (top) KNN‒100xZ 

and (bottom) KNN‒100yBZ ceramics. 

 

The values of piezoelectric constant (d33) and electromechanical coupling factor (kp) 

were determined by using three samples for each composition. Relative errors for the 

obtained results were consistent, which were less than 10%. At 1 mol % of ZrO2 doping, 

d33 rapidly decreased to less than 50% compared with pure KNN, then mostly vanished 

when x = 0.05. In the case of KNN‒100yBZ ceramics, d33 slightly increased with 

increasing BZ content, then culminated in the highest d33 value of 135 pC/N at 

KNN‒6BZ ceramics, which drastically declined with further increasing BZ content. It is 

noted that these changes in d33 values for KNN‒100yBZ ceramics are strongly related to 

the dielectric and ferroelectric properties. In fact, d33 can be evaluated by Equation (1): 

d33 = 2QεrPr          (1) 
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where Q, εr, and Pr are the electrostrictive coefficient, dielectric constant, and remanent 

polarization values, respectively. Accordingly, this indicates that changes in d33 values are 

strongly influenced by variations in the εrPr values, which are compared in the bottom of 

Figure 4.23(a). Additionally, the kp values for KNN‒100yBZ ceramics monotonically 

decreased after BZ modification. Furthermore, we suggest that the destabilization of 

ferroelectrics (in other words, stabilization of the relaxor) is responsible for the 

degradation of small signal electrical properties such as piezoelectric constant (d33) and 

electromechanical coupling factor (kp) in for KNN‒100yBZ ceramics. 

 

Figure 4.24. Changes in the piezoelectric constant (d33) and electromechanical coupling factor (kp) 

for pure KNN, KNN‒100xZ, and KNN‒100yBZ ceramics. 

 

To clarify the ferroelectrics relative to relaxor crossover behavior in KNN‒100yBZ 

ceramics, we investigated the diffusivity of dielectric properties (diffused phase transition) 
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for KNN‒100yBZ ceramics, which are presented in Figure 4.25. It is known that normal 

ferroelectrics according to the Curie–Weiss law are satisfied at TC < T, while the relaxor 

behavior based on diffused phase transition strongly deviates [166]. Further 

understanding this behavior, the reciprocal of the dielectric constant (1/ε’) for 

KNN‒100yBZ ceramics as a function of temperature at 1 kHz was compared in Figure 

4.25(a). As we discussed earlier, 8 mol% BZ‒modified KNN ceramics revealed a diffused 

phase transition with a broad dielectric maximum peak, as is exhibited in Figure 4.21(e). 

This phenomenon wellmatches with the 1/ε’ behaviors that was shown in Figure 4.25(a). 

Moreover, the evaluated Curie‒Weiss temperatures (TCW) as determined by tangent lines 

for all compositions were well matched with the dielectric maximum temperature Tc for 

pure KNN, KNN‒3BZ, and KNN‒6BZ ceramics. On the other hand, TCW for KNN‒8BZ, 

KNN‒10BZ, and KNN‒15BZ ceramics deviated from the dielectric maximum 

temperatures Tm, as seen in the inset of Figure 4.25(a). 

To further determine the diffusivity for phase transition of KNN100yBZ ceramics, we 

utilized equation (2) as the modified Curie–Weiss law to evaluate the diffuseness degree 

[167]: 

2

( )1 1 m

m

T T

C



 


      (2) 

where εm, C2, and γ are the maximum dielectric constant, the Curie constant, and the 

degree of diffuseness, respectively. The plots of log (1/ε’ ‒ 1/ε’m) versus log (T ‒ Tm) at 1 

kHz for KNN100yBZ ceramics are provided in Figure 4.25(b), with the γ values fitted 

from the slopes of best fit lines. The fitted results are exhibited as an inset in Figure 

4.25(b). The γ values were found to be 1.56, 1.28, 1.60, 1.89, 1.87 and 2.00 for y = 0, 0.03, 

0.06, 0.08, 0.10, and 0.15, respectively. In fact, it is known that the γ value for normal 

ferroelectric materials approached “1”, whereas “2” is seen for the ideal relaxor [168]. 
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Accordingly, it can be determined that pure KNN, KNN‒3BZ, KNN‒6BZ are 

ferroelectrics, while KNN‒8BZ, KNN‒10BZ, KNN‒15BZ ceramics can be categorized 

as relaxors. 

  

Figure 4.25. Evaluation of diffused phase transition for KNN‒100yBZ ceramics using (a) the 

reciprocal of the dielectric constant (1/ε’) as a function of the temperature and (inset) TCW; (b) the 

log (1/ε’‒1/ε’m) vs. log (T‒Tm) plot at 1 kHz and (inset) the fitted γ values for KNN‒100yBZ 

ceramics. 

 

To better understand the relationship between the stabilized relaxor and changes of 

electrical properties in KNN‒based ceramics, a schematic diagram for three different 

states of pure KNN, KNN‒8BZ, and KNN‒15BZ ceramics is given in Figure 4.26. Note 

that this schematic diagram includes the ferroelectrics state with ferroelectric domains 

(FDs), the relaxor state with polar nanoregions (PNRs) [169], and the intermediate state 

with a mixture of PNRs and FDs [170]. Figure 4.26(a) shows the status of FDs in 

different states (i, ii, and iii) according to the dielectric, strain, and polarization behaviors 

for pure KNN ceramics. This composition can be considered as normal ferroelectric 

behavior with orthorhombic (Amm2) symmetry at room temperature. The main domain 

structures for pure KNN ceramics are described in terms of the 180o and non180o 
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domains (detailed as 60o, 90o and 120o) [171]. At state (i) where E = Ec, the domains are 

organized in a random configuration, leading to a macroscopically zero polarization that 

corresponds to the tail of the butterflyshaped strain curve. Under an external electric 

field, domains can be reoriented along the field direction, leading to an extrinsic process 

known as domain switching [172]. This process happens nonlinearly until the 

polarization vectors in all domains are aligned with the electric field, resulting in the 

saturated polarization (Pmax) and maximum strain (Smax) exhibited in state (ii) [173]. The 

FDs in this model are described as low mobility static domains with micro size. As a 

consequence, the aligned polarizations can be strongly maintained in the poling direction 

even when the external field is removed. Therefore, a large remanent polarization (Pr) 

and large negative strain (Sneg) can be obtained in state (iii). Here, Sneg can be defined by 

the difference in strain values between state (iii) and state (i). To randomize this energetic 

polarizing, a high coercive field (Ec) in the opposite direction is required. 

In the case of KNN15BZ ceramics as a relaxor state, it is assumed that all FDs of 

pure KNN ceramics as ferroelectrics have been completely dissociated and that only the 

PNRs are exhibited via BZ modification. The PNRs can be described as nanoscaled 

domains with high mobility and electrical response speed in comparison to micro FDs. 

From state (i) in Figure 4.26(c), it is suggested that the randomized PNRs seem to be 

responsible for the zero polarization and lowest strain value. When the electric field is 

applied, PNRs can be easily and immediately reoriented along the field direction. 

However, it is difficult to completely induce this across the macroscopic domain, even 

with a strong applied electric field. Thus, the Pmax and Smax values at state (ii) are smaller 

than those of pure KNN. At state (iii) where E = 0, PNRs quickly transition back to the 

initial state, i.e., the randomized state (i) of PNRs. Therefore, a small Pr and a negligible 

Sneg are observed in KNN15BZ ceramics. In other words, the stabilized relaxor with 

PNRs is responsible for the electrostriction behavior with low hysteresis in the strain 
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properties [174]. 

 

Figure 4.26. Schematic diagram for the three different states of (a) pure KNN, (b) KNN‒8BZ, and 

(c) KNN‒15BZ ceramics. 

 

KNN8BZ ceramics are determined as an intermediate stage at the 

ferroelectrictorelaxor crossover with coexistence of the microscopic domains and 

PNRs. As shown in Figure 4.26(b), the coexisted domains and PNRs are sequentially 

reoriented to the applied electric field direction. It is noted that the presence of PNRs 

reduces the energy barrier and supports domain switching as an “accelerator” [175]. 

Therefore, the significantly decreased Ec with relatively small Sneg and enhanced Smax may 

originate from the existence of PNRs with FDs in KNN8BZ ceramics. 
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4.4.3. Conclusion 

(K0.5Na0.5)(Nb1-xZrx)O3(KNN‒100xZ) and (K0.5Na0.5)NbO3–yBaZrO3 (KNN–100yBZ) 

lead‒free piezoelectric ceramics were successfully prepared by means of a conventional 

solid‒state reaction method. The phase transitions in crystal structures were compared 

between single Zr4+ doping and Ba2+Zr4+ co‒doping. We found that a crystallographic 

phase transition was not induced by a single Zr4+ doping in KNN ceramics, while the 

orthorhombic‒psedocubic phase transition was induced by Ba2+ and Zr4+ co‒doping in 

KNN ceramics. The piezoelectric properties such as the piezoelectric constant (d33) and 

electromechanical coupling factor (kp) are optimized with KNN‒6BZ ceramics, as 

clarified by the polymorphic phase transition from the orthorhombic to pseudocubic 

phases. The degree of diffuseness (γ) for phase transition from the modified Curie–Weiss 

law indicated that KNN ceramics as ferroelectrics are gradually transformed via BaZrO3 

modification. Accordingly, the enhanced strain properties at y = 0.08 coexist between 

ferroelectric domains and PNRs, which is supported by ferroelectric–to–relaxor crossover 

in KNN‒100BZ ceramics. 
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4.5. New phase boundary in lead−free piezoelectric KNN−based composites 

This study investigated a formation of new phase boundary in lead‒free KNN‒based 

piezoelectric ceramics. For this work, 0.96(K
0.5

Na
0.5

)
0.96

Li
0.04

NbO
3
–0.04SrTiO

3
  

(KNLN‒4ST) and 0.92K
0.5

Na
0.5

NbO
3
–0.08BaZrO

3 
(KNN–8BZ) calcined powders have 

been separately prepared by the solid‒state reaction method. According to the X‒ray 

diffraction analysis, KNLN‒4ST ceramics was identified as a tetragonal structure (T), 

while KNN–BZ ceramics was clarified as the pseudocubic phase (PC). The new phase 

boundary was explored by mixing two compositions with different mixing ratios. To 

clarify the phase transition behaviors of the formed composites, the various analyses such 

as temperature‒dependent permittivity, temperature‒dependent X‒ray diffraction (XRD), 

piezoelectric force microscopy (PFM) and piezoelectric measurements have been carried 

out. As a result, the new phase boundary was obtained in 70 mol% of T phase content 

composites. We obtained that room temperature piezoelectric constant (d
33

) and 

electromechanical coupling factor kp of 210 pC/N and 0.35 as the highest values, 

respectively. The ceramic and composite fabrication was mentioned in detail in chapter 3, 

respectively. 

 

4.5.1. Motivation and scope 

Lead–based piezoceramics such as Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 (PZT), Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3–PbTiO3 

(PMN–PT), and (Pb,La)(Zr,Ti)O3 (PLZT) are widely implemented in electronic and 

electric devices as actuators, sensors, and microelectronic devices due to their superior 

electrical properties [3,125]. However, lead with high toxicity brings harmful effects on 

the environment and human [4]. Therefore, waste electrical and electronic equipment 

(WEEE), restrictions on hazardous substances (RoHS), and end‒of‒life vehicles (ELV) 
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were established to prevent pollutants. Therefore, replacement of lead‒based materials 

with lead‒free ones is an important issue in piezoceramics. Several kinds of lead‒free 

piezoceramics have been extensively investigated, such as BaTiO3 [5,6,176], 

(Bi1/2Na1/2)TiO3 [7,8,37], and (K0.5Na0.5)NbO3 (KNN) [9,10]. 

Among them, K0.5Na0.5NbO3 (KNN) and its compounds have been considered as one of 

promising candidates because of their excellent dielectric and piezoelectric properties. 

Pure KNN ceramics have orthorhombic (O)tetragonal (T) phase transition temperature 

TOT around 200oC, and Tcubic (C) phase transition temperature (or Curie temperature) 

TC around 420oC [87,177]. Many studies have been carried out to improve the properties 

for KNNbased materials by introducing the concept of polymorphic phase transition 

(PPT) [12]. The piezoelectric properties can be well improved when the compositions 

approach the PPT boundaries, based on the polarization rotation and polarization 

extension. However, those compositions exhibit the temperature sensitive problem since 

the PPT in KNN depend on not only compositions but also temperatures [134,178]. One 

of solutions to overcome this problem is the concept of morphotropic phase boundary 

(MPB), a nearly vertical phase boundary separating rhombohedral, tetragonal… phases 

and nearly temperature independent.  

The MPB, especially R‒T MPB, plays a very important role in PZT ceramics because of 

the excellent piezoelectric and dielectric properties [13,107-109]. Composition of 

Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 exhibits a very high piezoelectric response and electromechanical 

coupling coefficients, as a result of enhanced polarizability arising from the domain wall 

mobility [110] at MPB. In KNN‒based materials, many studies mentioned about R‒T 

MPB with excellent properties and good thermal stability [14,60,112] . The main way of 

forming those MPB was the shifting of diffused R‒O and O‒T phase transition closer by 

chemical modification to create a partially overlapped phase transition over a broad 
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temperature range. Another approximation is making the composites by using two end 

members, one with tetragonal symmetry and the other with rhombohedral symmetry at 

room temperature [25]. For tetragonal phase stabilization, it is reported that some 

chemical modifications were applied on pure KNN, such as Li2CO3 [46], BiScO3 [41], 

MTiO3 (with M = Pb, Ba, Sr, Ca, Bi0.5Li0.5…) [42,43], LiMeO3 (with Me = Nb, Ta, Sb…) 

[44-46]. Other additives have been used to bring the TR−O of KNN from 123oC to above 

room temperature, such as AZrO3 (A = Ba, Ca, Sr ...) [47,48], Sb5+ [49,50], BiScO3 [51]. 

Even though most studies claimed that the R phase in KNN ceramics can be stabilized 

by BaZrO3 modification, the definition of stabilized phases is still controversial. In fact, it 

is difficult to clarify the crystal structure using XRD patterns at (200) peak only since 

either rhombohedral or pseudocubic (PC) shows the single (h00) peaks. However, a 

rhombohedral symmetry (α = β = γ ≠ 90°) indicates the split peaks at (hh0) and (hhh) 

reflections [1,152], while pseudocubic symmetry are reflected as single peaks based on 

the perpendicularity. Moreover, some studies have recently suggested stabilization of a 

relaxor based on the phase transition from noncubic phases to pseudocubic phases [68-

73,179]. The relaxor behaviors in KNN−based ceramics can be considered as some 

features, such as the extremely broad maximum in temperature dependent permittivity, 

diffuse phase transitions, and Vogel−Fulcher relaxations [74]. By considering the XRD 

pattern at (110) peaks and investigating the relaxor features in BaZrO3modified KNN, 

Duong et. al. [124] suggested that stabilized phase was pseudocubic. Therefore, several 

RT MPBs should be review as new PCT phase boundary. 

Actually, the MPB behaviors for tetragonal and pseudocubic phase have been 

mentioned in leadbased [83,84] and leadfree piezoceramics [71,85,86], based on the 

ferroelectricrelaxor phase transition. The enhancement of piezoelectric constant and/or 

electromechanical strain can be observed; however, the temperature stability of 
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piezoelectric properties was not mentioned. Otherwise, since the materials in those 

studies were synthesized by solid solution method, the formation and contribution of each 

component in the phase coexistence are still ambiguous. One again, the composite 

method is considered as a promising solution. The calcined powders of two end members 

for tetragonal and pseudocubic symmetry at room temperature can be mixed with 

different ratios. In this study, we selected the composition of 

0.96(K
0.5

Na
0.5

)
0.96

Li
0.04

NbO
3
 0.04SrTiO

3
 (KNN‒4ST−4L) as tetragonal and 

0.92Na0.5K0.5NbO30.08BaZrO3 (KNN‒8BZ) as pseudocubic phase. The composites 

are indicated by the fraction f of Tphase content. The temperature dependent dielectric 

properties, high temperature X‒ray diffraction patterns and temperature stability of 

piezoelectric constant d33 were investigated to emphasize the existence of new 

morphotropic phase boundary. Moreover, the microstructure, ferroelectric properties, 

piezoresponse force microscopy mappings were studied as well. 

 

4.5.2. Results and discussions 

Figure 4.27 shows the polished and thermally etched surface images of KNN‒based 

composites, with different Tphase fraction f. The relative densities of all samples were 

calculated from the measured density and the unit cell volume determined by XRD. Both 

end components have high relative density around 96%, with very small amounts of holes 

and abnormal grain distributions. However, the relative density slightly decreases to 

95%95.5% for the composites. 10 mol% of Tphase sample exhibits the strong 

abnormal grain growth, which may be related to the preferential segregation of Tphase 

seed with small amount as impurities [180] or different particle size distribution [181]. 

When the seed fraction further increases, the anisotropic grain‒boundary energies [182] 
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can be reduced and the grain structures become more uniform. The average grain size 

firstly increases and reaches the largest grains for f = 0.7, then decreases. 

 

Figure 4.27. The polished and thermally etched surface images of KNN‒based composites, with 

different T‒phase fraction: (a) f = 0, (b) f = 0.1, (c) f = 0.3, (d) f = 0.5, (e) f = 0.06, (f) f = 0.7, (g) 

f = 0.8, (h) f = 0.9, and (i) f = 1. 

 

The X‒ray diffraction patterns for KNN‒based composites as a function of Tphase 

fraction are depicted in Figure 4.28. A single perovskite structure without any secondary 

phases in all samples indicates that all composites were stably synthesized. The peaks in 

2θ range of 44.5o‒46.2o are displaced in Figure 28 (b) to clarify the changes in crystal 

structure for all compositions. It was clearly reported in the Section 4.3 that the 
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KNN‒4ST‒4L (or f = 1) ceramics performed a single tetragonal structure, corresponding 

with two distinct peaks as (002)T and (200)T. Meanwhile, the pseudocubic phase was 

observed in Section 4.4 for KNN‒8BZ (or f = 1) ceramics with single (110) and (200) 

reflections [124]. For the composites with the increase of Tphase fraction, the crystal 

structure is gradually transformed from PC phase to T phase. As an advantage of 

composite method, these two phases are believed to be coexisted in the composites at 

different contribution ratios. 

 

Figure 4.28. X‒ray diffraction patterns of KNN‒based composites in the 2θ ranges of (a) 20o‒70o, 

(b) 44.5o. 

 

Figure 4.29 (a) shows dielectric constant (εr) for all KNN‒based composites as a 

function of temperature. The detected Curie temperature (TC) and pseudocubic–tetragonal 
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phase transition temperatures (TPC‒T) are provided in Figure 4.29 (b). It is well noted that 

TC values for KNN‒8BZ and KNN‒4ST‒4L are around 205oC and 340oC, respectively. 

When the contribution of KNN‒4ST‒4L increases, TC values for composites 

monotonically increase as well. KNN‒8BZ was considered as the composition at 

ferroelectric‒to‒relaxor crossover with PC phase. An abnormal peak can be observed for 

f = 0.3 composites around 100oC, then shifted to lower temperature for f = 0.5 and 0.6 

composites, and finally detected near room temperature (RT) for f = 0.7 composites. 

There are no abnormal peaks on εr for f = 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0 composites between RT and TC. 

This implies that those samples were stabilized as a tetragonal phase. Actually, the PC 

phase can be existed in f = 0.8, 0.9 composites, but with small ratios and relatively weak 

compared with T phase. 

 

Figure 4.29. (a) Temperature‒dependent dielectric constant (εr) for all KNN‒based composites at 

100 kHz. (b) Phase transition temperatures. 

 

Figure 4.30 shows the electric‒field‒induced strain (S‒E) and polarization (P‒E) curves 

for KNN‒based composites under an electric field of 4kV/mm and the extracted values. It 
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is believed that the relaxor features in KNN‒8BZ ceramics is revealed, while 

KNN‒4ST‒4L performs the relaxor‒like ferroelectric behaviors. Interestingly, both S‒E 

and P‒E curves of f = 0.1 composites show strongest ferroelectricity, which may be 

related with the abnormal grain growth behaviors of these samples in Figure 4.27. From f 

= 0.1 to f = 1 composites, the maximum polarization Pm and remnant polarization Pr 

monotonically decrease, while the coercive field Ec increases. The negative strain Sneg 

values are small for single phase ceramics, and then gradually increase when the fraction 

approaches 0.5. The maximum strain Smax values are enhanced for f = 0.50.7 composites, 

with highest value is obtained at f = 0.7. These results are strongly related to the 

coexistence of PC and T phases, as well as the coexistence of relaxor and ferroelectric. 

 

Figure 4.30. (a) Electric‒field‒induced strain and polarization curves for KNN‒based composites 

and (b, c) extracted values. 
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Figure 4.31 provides the values of piezoelectric constant (d33), mechanical quality factor 

(Qm), and electromechanical coupling factor (kp) for KNN‒based composites as a 

function of Tphase fraction. With increasing Tphase content, both d33 and kp slightly 

increase, culminate in the highest values of 210 pC/N and 35% at f = 0.7 composites, then 

decrease. It is suggested that the enhancement of piezoelectric properties comes from the 

coexistence of tetragonal and psuedocibic phases in these KNN‒based composites. In 

addition, the optimum ratio for composites can be considered as 70 mol% of Tphase and 

30 mol% of PCphase. On the other hand, the trend of Qm is more complicated. It seems 

to be improved for both PC and Trich phase composites, in a comparison with single 

compositions or near 50/50 composites. This behavior may be related with the 

microstructure, which was described in Figure 4.27. 

 

 

Figure 4.31. Piezoelectric constant (d33), mechanical quality factor (Qm), and electromechanical 

coupling factor (kp) for KNN‒based composites. 
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To clarify the crystal structures and phase transition behaviors, the 

temperature‒dependent XRD patterns in the 2θ range of 44.4o‒46.4o for f = 0, 0.3, 0.7 

and 1.0 composites are shown in Figure 4.32. In f = 0 ceramics, the PC phase with single 

(200) peaks can be observed from RT to 150oC, and then the cubic (C) phase is detected 

for temperature above 200oC. The single peak with small shoulder on right side in room 

temperature XRD pattern for f = 0.3 composites indicates that both PC and Tphase are 

already coexisted in this material, in which the PCphase is still dominant. When the 

temperature increases, Tphase becomes more stable and contribute more into crystal 

structure. As a result, the XRD patterns in temperature range of 100oC200oC shows the 

coexistence of PC and Tphase with a relative distribution. When temperature is higher 

than 250oC, Cphase is observed. In case of f = 0.7 composites, it seems that both PC 

and Tphase offer the comparable contribution at RT. This can be a reason for the highest 

d33 value in these composites. With increasing temperature, Tphase become more 

dominant above 100oC, and Cphase is found from 300oC. The peak at 250oC can be 

considered as the TC phase transition. For f = 1 ceramics, single Tphase is obviously 

performed from RT up to 300oC, then transforms to Cphase at 350oC. 
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Figure 4.32. High temperature X‒ray diffraction patterns of KNN‒based composites in the 2θ 

range of 44.4o‒46.4o. 

 

The temperature‒dependent piezoelectric constant d33 in the relationship with 

temperature‒dependent dielectric constant εr for KNN‒based composites are shown in 

Figure 4.33. The samples were annealed for 5 minutes at different temperature steps from 

room temperature to 350oC, with the increasing step increment of 25oC, to check the 

temperature stability of the piezoelectric constant d33. Interestingly, the obtained results 

are well‒matched with temperature‒dependent XRD patterns in Figure 4.32. Particularly, 

the gradually decreasing of d33 values reveal the relatively sensitive temperature 

dependence for f = 0 ceramics in Figure 4.33 (a), based on PC phase. In Figure 4.33 (b), 

d33 values f = 0.3 composites present three regions: (i) stable ~150pC/N (RT100oC), 

corresponds with PCrich phase coexistence; (ii) stable ~125pC/N (150oC225oC), PCT 

phase coexistence; and (iii) vanishing ( 250oC), Cphase. On the other hand, we could 
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obtain the highest d33 with comparatively good temperature stability (Δd33 less than ± 

10%) for f = 0.7 composites in Figure 4.33 (c). These behaviors may be related to the 

coexistence of T and PC phases (RT‒100oC) and the stabilization of single T phase 

[57,96,106] (100oC‒200oC). In addition, d33 values for f = 1 ceramics in Figure 4.33(d) is 

quite stable from RT up to near TC, based on the T phase. 

 

Figure 4.33. Temperature‒dependent dielectric constant and d33 behavior for KNN‒based 

composites with different Tphase fraction: (a) f = 0, (b) f = 0.3, (c) f = 0.7 and (d) f = 1. 

 

The piezoresponse force microscope (PFM) amplitude and phase mappings on 2.0 μm × 

3.0 μm area for f = 0, f = 0.7, and f = 1 composites are given in Figure 4.34. The 

amplitude mappings in upper row describe the respond in displacement of the samples 

under measuring process, which provides obvious information relating with strain 

properties. It is clearly observed that f = 1 sample in Figure 4.34 (c1) shows the lowest 

displacement with the dominant parts around 20 pm. For f = 0 sample in Figure 4.34 (a1), 
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the area of 100 pm is quite prevailed. Meanwhile, f = 0.7 composites sample in Figure 

4.34 (b1) performs the broader range of amplitude, with the highest displacement up to 

160pm. This may offer the enhancement in maximum strain behaviors. On the other hand, 

the phase mappings in lower row give us the visual information about domain structure, 

and provide the evidence for the behaviors of polarization and piezoelectric constant. 

 

Figure 4.34. PFM mappings of KNN‒based composites on 2.0 μm × 3.0 μm area. (a1) and (a2) f 

= 0, (b1) and (b2) f = 0.7, (c1) and (c2) f = 1 composites. 

 

Figure 4.35 shows the proposed model for three different states of f = 0, f = 0.7, and f = 

1 composites to explain the behaviors of electromechanical strain and polarization 

properties. Three different domain structures are suggested in this schematic diagram: 

ferroelectric domains (FDs), polar nanoregions (PNRs) [169], and tetragonal 

microdomains (TMDs) [183]. In Figure 4.35 (a), f = 0 ceramics are determined as 

ferroelectrictorelaxor crossover stage with coexistence of the polarized FDs and PNRs. 
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At the initial state (i), a macroscopically zero polarization can be obtained for all samples 

since the domains and regions are organized in a random configuration. Under an external 

electric field, the coexisted FDs and PNRs are sequentially reoriented to the applied 

electric field direction, in which PNRs is able to support domain switching as an 

“accelerator” [175]. At state (iii) where E = 0, while the aligned FDs can be maintained in 

the poling direction, PNRs quickly transit back to the initial state and reduce the stable of 

those FDs remnant polarization. Therefore, the low Ec with relatively small Srem and high 

Spol (> 0.1%) can be observed in KNN8BZ ceramics. 

Figure 4.35 (c) shows the status for f = 1 ceramics with the TMDs, a transition between 

tetragonal macrodomains and cubic structure in ferroelectric materials [183-185]. In this 

model, TMDs are described with separated rectangular domains on non‒polar matrix, and 

own a relatively low domain wall energy [186]. When the electric field is applied, the 

reorientation for TMDs along the field direction is quite similar to the domain switching 

process [172] for FDs, but easier. However, it is difficult to completely induce these 

domains across the macroscopic polarization, based on the disruption. Thus, the Pmax and 

Smax values for this composition are small regardless of the ferroelectricity.  

In Figure 4.35 (b), all three structures of FDs, PNRs and TMDs are coexisted in f = 0.7 

composites. It is suggested that the presence of PNRs will firstly support on TMDs with 

lower domain wall energy, and then all of these domains are aligned with the electric field, 

resulting in the high saturated polarization. When the external field is removed, PNRs 

quickly transition back to the initial state while the polarized FDs and TMDs can be 

maintained.  
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Figure 4.35. Schematic diagram for the three different states of (a) f = 0, (b) f = 0.7, and (c) f = 1 

composites. 

 

4.5.3. Conclusion 

The calcined powders of two end members for tetragonal and pseudocubic symmetry at 

room temperature can be mixed with different tetragonal contribution fraction f. The 

temperature dependent dielectric properties, high temperature X‒ray diffraction patterns 

and temperature stability of piezoelectric constant d33 were investigated to emphasize the 

existence of new morphotropic phase boundary. Moreover, the microstructure, 

ferroelectric properties, piezoresponse force microscopy mappings were studied as well. 

As a result, the enhanced strain properties at f = 0.7 composites are related with the 
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coexistence of FDs, TMDs and PNRs, originating from the relatively contribution of the 

ferrolectric and relaxor components in composites. Moreover, the new T–PC phase 

boundary can be observed in composites with T–phase fraction f = 0.7, with the 

enhancement of d33 and its good temperature stability.   
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Chapter 5: Summary 

The work described in this thesis presented the detailed study on forming the new phase 

boundary in lead–free KNN–based piezoelectric materials. All of the experiments and 

research results are systematically described and discussed in Chapter 4 with consistent 

direction. 

An example of rhombohedral‒tetragonal morphotropic phase boundary (RT MPB) in 

KNNBLT100xBZ ceramics was performed in section 4.1. The MPB in x = 0.06 

composition was identified by the room temperature XRD, high temperature XRD, 

temperature dependent dielectric properties, with the enhancement and thermal stability 

of piezoelectric constant d33. The compositions were synthesized by conventional solid 

solution, using Bi0.5Li0.5TiO3 and BaZrO3 modification on KNN materials to control the 

R‒O and O‒T phase transition temperature. As mentioned in several references, BaZrO3 

was believed to stabilize the rhombohedral phase in KNN ceramics. 

In order to separate and clarify the components in phase coexistence, the main idea of 

this work was forming an MPB on KNNbased ceramics by using the calcined powders 

of two end members (one with tetragonal and the other with rhombohedral symmetry) to 

create the composites. For tetragonal stabilization, we had firstly chosen SrTiO3 

modification because of its advantages on sinterability and piezoelectric properties of 

KNN ceramics. As a result, we found the stable single tetragonal phase in KNN100xST 

ceramics with x  0.06. However, those compositions required high sintering 

temperature Ts (above 1200oC) to obtain dense sample, and their Curie temperature 

TC also significantly decreases (under 290oC). To overcome these problems, Li2CO3 

doping was doped on 0.96Na0.5K0.5NbO3–0.04SrTiO3 ceramics. Finally, we selected 

0.96(K
0.5

Na
0.5

)
0.96

Li
0.04

NbO
3
‒0.04SrTiO3 (KNN‒4ST−4L) as a candidate for tetragonal 
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phase, with Ts, TC and d33 are 1180oC, 328
oC, 165pC/N and 0.33, respectively. 

The original purpose of BaZrO3 modification in KNN ceramics was to stabilize the 

rhombohedral phase. However, by adding the peaks (110) analysys in XRD and 

investigating the relaxor features of materials, the stabilized phase in the KNN100yBZ 

was confirmed to be a pseudocubic phase. Moreover, a proposed model of ferroelectric 

domains (FDs) and polar nanoregions (PNRs) was provided to explain the changes of 

electrical properties in KNN‒100yBZ ceramics in the relationship with stabilized relaxor. 

The ferroelectric–to–relaxor crossover was found at KNN‒8BZ ceramics, in which the 

significantly decreased Ec with relatively small Sneg and enhanced Smax may originate 

from the existence of PNRs with FDs. End of this stage, KNN‒8BZ was chosen to be the 

remaining component with pseudocubic phase. 

Therefore, the composites in Section 4.5 were formed by mixing the tetragonal 

KNN‒4ST−4L and the pseudocubic KNN‒8BZ, with different Tphase fraction f. As an 

advantage of composite method, these two phases are believed to be coexisted in the 

composites at different contribution ratios. The optimum ratio can be considered for 70 

mol% of Tphase (30 mol% of PCphase) composites, with the highest d33values of 210 

pC/N comparatively good temperature stability (Δd33 less than ± 10%). The high 

temperature XRD pattern for f = 0.7 composites indicated that both PC and Tphases 

coexisted in this materials from RT up to near TC. In this temperature range, the 

contribution of those phases seems to be equivalent near RT, and the Tphase become 

more dominant at higher temperature. Interestingly, the enhancement of 

electromechanical strain behaviors was also observed in f = 0.7 composites, which may 

originate from the complicated existence of ferroelectric polarization with micro domains 

in tetragonal phase and PNRs in pseudocubic phase. The schematic diagram for these 

domain structures was introduced as well. 
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We had successfully fabricated the lead–free KNN–based ferroelectric/relaxor 

piezoelectric composites with new phase boundary. The currently developed materials 

showed not only highly temperature‒insensitive piezoelectric constant d33 but also 

improved electromechanical strain, which is highly promising for both sensor and 

actuator applications. However, the values of d33 in our materials still need to be 

enhanced, and the mechanism of ferroelectric behaviors for all composites requires 

further analysis. 
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